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A flight test program was completed in June of 1985 using the Boeing 757 flight research aircraft
with a NLF glove installed on the right wing just outboard of the engine. The objectives of this program
were to measure engine noise levels on the wing and to investigate the effect of engine noise on the
extent of laminar flow on the glove. Details of the flight test program and results are discussed in
Volume ! of this document (ref. 1), and all of the measured data are contained in Volume II (ref. 2). The
present volume contains the results of additional engineering analysis of the data.
As part of the additional engineering analysis, an extensive boundary layer stability analysis of the
glove data was performed which showed that crossflow disturbances were, in general, much more highly
amplified at transition than Tollmien-Schlichting disturbances. For most cases, crossflow N-factors at
the measured transition location were between 12 and 18. As a result of this stability analysis, the F-
111 transition data band (which can be used as a transition criterion) derived in an earlier study (ref. 3)
has been modified.
The stability analysis indicated that the most critical Tollmien-Schlichting disturbances were in the
2500 to 3000 Hz range. The measured noise level (1/3 octave) in this frequency range on the glove lower
surface varied by 10 to 15 dB from the lowest to the highest engine power setting. However, there was
very little change in the extent of laminar flow from the lowest to the highest engine power setting.
Since the boundary layer stability analysis indicated that crossflow disturbances are the dominant
cause of transition, this small observed effect of variations in engine noise level on the transition
location may indicate that engine noise does not have a significant effect on crossflow disturbances. It is
possible that for wing designs where Tollmien-Schlichting disturbances are the primary cause of transi-
tion that engine noise effects on the extent of laminar flow may be significant.
A limited analysis of the measured noise data was presented in Volume I. Volume III includes the
analysis of all of the measured noise data. This extended analysis supported the conclusion reported in
Volume I--that engine noise generally dominated the sound measurements on the lower wing surface
but wing airflow related sources dominated the upper wing surface noise data. The upper surface wing
shock appears to have a strong influence on the upper wing surface noise data. The high fluctuating
pressure levels are probably due to boundary layer pressure fluctuations enhanced by the wing shock or
sound radiated from the shock boundary layer interaction.
Much of the noise data appears to be contaminated by pressure fluctuations related to uncontrolled
factors such as cirrus clouds, wing leading edge vortices that may have been started by the glove/wing
interface, and boundary layer disturbances caused by the microphones mounted on the leading edge
wing surface. These influences are pointed out when apparent but detailed studies of these influences
were not conducted.
Predictions of the lower wing surface noise levels were calculated using a Lockheed procedure (ref. 4)
for a number of engine and aerodynamic sources as well as two different Boeing jet mixing noise
procedures (refs. 5 and 6) and one Boeing jet shock noise procedure (ref. 5). The general trends of the
high engine power noise data for dependence on engine power condition and airplane Mach number
were well predicted by the Lockheed jet shock broadband source predictions, when the effects of convec-
tive amplification were not included in the calculations. The predicted sound levels were generally
approximately 10 dB higher than the measured data, however. The Boeing broadband shock noise
predictions gave better level comparisons for microphones near the engine but were approximately 10
dB low for the outboard microphones. It was concluded that jet mixing noise was not evident in the
measured data even at the subsonic jet Mach number conditions where the broadband shock noise would
no longer be present. The main factor in this conclusion was the lack of an increase in noise levels at
given jet exhaust velocity as the airplane speed was reduced. All three of the jet mixing prediction
procedures predicted increased jet noise for this situation.
Existing procedures for estimating the effect of noise on the transition point for an airplane wing
laminar boundary layer were compared with the 757 results. Three procedures were examined: the X-21
related empirical transition Reynolds number versus acoustic disturbance velocity curve from Reference
7, the Mangiarotty procedure from Reference 8, and the Swift and Mungur T-S amplification procedure
from Reference 4. None of the three procedures considered the crossflow disturbance dominance affect-
ing the transition of the 757 glove laminar boundary layer. As a result, a new empirical procedure that
utilizes the F-111 and 757 data is proposed. This procedure is presented primarily to stimulate consider-
ation of this type of an approach.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Application of a laminar flow wing design to commercial transports offers the potential of significant
airplane drag reductions. However, a major concern has been whether laminar flow can be sustained in
the presence of the noise environment on the wing of a commercial transport with conventional wing-
mounted turbofan engines. To investigate this issue, a natural laminar flow (NLF) glove was installed
on the right wing of the Boeing 757 flight research airplane just outboard of the engine. A series of
flight tests was conducted in June of 1985 in which noise levels were measured on the wing and glove,
and pressures and the extent of laminar flow were measured on the glove. Details of the flight test
program and results are discussed in Volume I of this report (ref. 1). Tabulations and plots of all of the
measured data are contained in Volume II (ref. 2). The present volume contains the results of additional
engineering analysis of the data.
Only a small part of the measured noise data was examined in the analysis of Volume I. All of the
measured data has been analyzed in Volume Ill. The conclusions of Volume I regarding the dominance
of engine noise for the lower wing microphones and airflow noise for the upper wing microphones are
supported by the analysis of the complete data set. For convenience in examining the acoustic data, the
tabulated noise-related airplane data, engine data, and data categories from Volume I are reproduced as
Tables 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 in this volume. Also the figure showing the microphone placement positions
on the upper and lower wing surfaces is reproduced as Figure 2-1 in this volume.
To help understand the engine noise sources that were responsible for the measured 757 lower wing
noise characteristics, predictions of engine and airframe noise components were calculated using exist-
ing procedures. The major procedure used was a nearfield engine noise and airframe noise method
developed by Lockheed (ref. 4). Noise generation was predicted for engine sources including the fan,
compressor, turbine, and jet and for airframe sources including the wing boundary layer and wing
trailing edge. In addition, two Boeing procedures were used to predict jet noise.
A major part of the additional engineering analysis consisted of a stability analysis of 21 flight test
data cases. The objective of this analysis was to determine the relative importance of crossflow (C-F) and
Tollmien-Schlichting (T-S) disturbances in causing transition, and to provide additional data for use in
calibrating transition methods based on linear stability theory. The stability results were also used to
help interpret the measured effect of noise on the extent of laminar flow on the glove.
Another part of the additional engineering analysis consisted of comparing the 757 glove results with
previous wind tunnel and flight test results pertaining to the effect of noise on boundary layer transi-
tion. The 757 NLF glove test is the first flight test data for a configuration with wing-mounted engines.
However, the X-21 program (ref. 9), which was a flight test of a configuration with aft-mounted engines,
did find a trend of decreasing extent of laminar flow with increasing engine noise levels. Therefore, it is
useful to compare the results from that program with the 757 test data. There are also several sets of
wind tunnel test data that were compared to the 757 results.
The 757 NLF glove data allows an evaluation of the validity of current methods for predicting the
effect of noise on the extent of laminar flow. Two of those methods were evaluated in the present study.
They were those of Mangiarotty (ref. 8) and Swift and Mungur (ref. 4). Both methods assume that the
sound wave generates a T-S disturbance at the leading edge of the wing, which grows until transition
takes place. The frequency dependent T-S amplifications calculated from stability theory are applied to
the acoustic velocity that is calculated assuming a plane wave. Both procedures require the experimen-
tal determination of a transfer function to determine the resulting flow disturbance velocity and a
transition criterion. Although both methods are similar there are detail differences. The effect of cross-
flow on the disturbance growth or transition criterion is not considered in either method. As a result,
both methods predicted a much greater extent of laminar boundary layer than was observed when a
condition resulting in low T-S disturbance amplification and high crossflow disturbance amplification
was flown.
The need to include a consideration of crossflow disturbance growth when evaluating laminar bound-
ary stability is satisfied for background disturbance levels (normal atmospheric turbulence and smooth
airfoil) using the experimentally derived F-111/757 T-S N-factor versus crossflow N-factor criterion
band. A method is suggested that uses the F-111/757 N-factor data to evaluate the influence of noise as
well. The method assumes that noise does not influence the growth of crossflow disturbances directly.
However, the crossflow disturbance growth rate does determine the level of the T-S amplified acoustic



































Figure 2-1. Microphone Arrays on Wing Upper and Lower Surfaces







































































































































Compressor bleed closed for all conditions











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































o -- Bleed vave open c -- Bleed valve closed





























































































































































































































Table 2-4. One-Third Octave Band Plot Categories--Flight 2 (Concluded)
Cond. Mach
no. no.
Category 8 243 0.82
Engine power variation 244 0.82
MAp --- 0.82 245 0.82
247 0.81
Category 9 224 0.80
Sideslip variation 225 0.80
MAp = 0.8 226 0.79
227 0.80
Category 10 232 0.70
Sideslip variation 233 0.70
MAp = 0.7 234 0.70
235 0.71
Category 11 240 0.80






























































































































Overall sound pressure level













Fan jet exhaust Mach number
Disturbance amplification factor
Engine fan r/min




Reference pressure--ambient pressure at 40,000-ft altitude on standard day











Arc length along surface from leading edge
Normalized arc length along surface from leading edge
Distance from leading edge along airfoilchord
Normalized distance from leading edge along airfoilchord
Airfoilordinate
Airplane angle of attack
Spanwise component of wave number vector
Airplane sideslipangle (positivenose left)
Ratio ofspecificheats
Sweep angle











to local potential flow velocity
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4.0 NOISE ANALYSIS
4.1 FLIGHT TEST DATA
This section contains the results of the analysis of all of the flight test noise data. Included are the
noise measurements on both the upper and the lower surface with both surface microphones and probe
microphones. Also included are sideslip noise data comparisons and a comparison of the data from this
test with those measured on a 747 airplane in 1974.
4.1.1 Noise Measurements on Wing Lower Surface With Probe Microphones
4.1.1.10ASPL
Figure 4-1 shows plots of normalized OASPL versus fan exhaust jet Mach number (MFa n) for the
underwing probe microphones. All of the data is for the zero sideslip airplane condition. Flight Mach
numbers from 0.62 to 0.83 are included. The plots show essentially the same features as those plotted in
Volume I, which included only a limited selection of the measured data. All of the lower wing probe
microphones show noise levels increasing with increasing engine power. Since, at a given airplane Mach
number, the airplane flight parameters were held nearly constant as engine power was increased, the
increasing noise levels are attributed to engine generated noise. The engine noise measured by micro-
phones 4 and 10 shows very little flight Mach number dependence. A dependence on flight Mach num-
ber is seen at microphone 8 for high engine power conditions and microphone 17 for low engine power
conditions. Changing flight speed can change measured engine noise in two ways. First, the measured
radiation angle will be changed because of the receiver motion and second, engine noise sources can be
affected by the airplane motiqn. For example, changes in the jet shear layer turbulence will modify jet
noise generation and sound propagation through the shear layer.
4.1.1.2 Spectra
One-third octave spectra grouped by flight Mach number, are shown in Figures 4-2 to 4-9. Figures 4-
10 to 4-13 are narrow band spectra for the lower flight Mach numbers, MAp --- 0.6, and Figures 4-14 to 4-
17 are narrow band spectra for the higher flight Mach number, MAp _ 0.8. For MAp _ 0.6, microphones
8, 10, and 17 (figs. 4-11, 4-12, and 4-13) clearly show the presence of turbomachinery tones. As MFa n
increases, the turbomachinery tones become somewhat masked by broadband noise as seen for the
highest engine power condition for MAp = 0.6 and MAp = 0.8 in Figures 4-14 to 4-17. The analysis in
Section 4.2 suggests that the broadband noise at the higher engine power conditions is generated by the
interaction of jet turbulence with shocks contained within the jet flow when the fan or primary jet is
supersonic.
Except for the highest engine power conditions, the microphone 4 spectra are dominated by engine
bleed flow noise, as discussed in Volume I. The microphone 4 narrow band spectra, for the engine
conditions for which bleed flow noise dominates, have a somewhat periodic shape (figs. 4-10 and 4-14).
This shape suggests constructive/destructive interference of noise reflected from the wing surface with




where flisthe lowest frequency forwhich destructive interferenceoccurs and isinversely proportional
to the propagation time difference of the direct and reflectedsignal.The valleysin the narrow band
spectra occur at frequency intervals of approximately 2400 Hz. The above equation would therefore
predict the firstvalley to occur at 1200 Hz, which appears to be the case. The MAp = 0.6 data for
microphone 8 (fig.4-11) also shows some of the peak/valley characteristicseen for microphone 4. When
engine noise dominates the spectrum, as for microphones 10 and 17 for low airplane speeds (figs.4-12
and 4-13)and allthe lower wing probe microphones at the higher airplane speeds (figs.4-14 to4-17),the
narrow band spectra do not show evidence of wing reflectioninterferenceeffects.This implies a time
coherence for the bleed flow noise,which islarger than that of the engine noise.All data analysis used
32-sec averaging time. In any case, the microphone 4 data indicates that the probe microphones are
responding to sound both radiated directlytothe microphone and reflectedfrom the wing surface tothe
microphone. Ifthe reflectedsound isnot coherent with the directradiation,itadds approximately 3 dB
to the directradiation levelsat allfrequencies.Therefore, subtracting 3 dB from the probe microphones
other than microphone 4 should give a good approximation to the sound levelsradiated directlyfrom the
engine.
4.1.1.3 Summary
The following summarizes the analysis ofthe lower wing probe microphone data:
. The dependence ofthe noise levelson engine power condition indicatestl_atthe engine generated
noise was the dominant source of pressure fluctuations measured by the lower wing probe
microphones.
. Turbomachinery tones were strongly evident at lower engine power conditions but jetshock broad-
band noise dominated at high engine power.
. Microphone 4 was dominated by engine bleed valve noise for all except the higher engine power
conditions.
. The probe microphones were affected by sound reflected from the wing surface as well as sound
radiated directly from the engine to the microphones.
. Subtraction of 3 dB to remove the effect of wing reflection is appropriate for all probe microphones
except microphone 4.
4.1.2 Noise Measurements on Wing Lower Surface Leading Edge With Surface Microphones
4.1.2.10ASPL
Figure 4-18 show plots of normalized OASPL versus MFa n for the underwing leading edge surface
mounted microphones. It is believed that engine bleed valve noise contributed to the OASPL for much of
the microphone 2 data. The circled points are those for which the bleed valve was open. If these points
are ignored, an airplane Mach number dependence is seen for micYophone 2 with the OASPL levels
increasing with a 60-log airplane Mach number relationship (fig. 4-19). (The contribution of the airplane
electrical interference 400-Hz tone has been removed from the OASPL data.) The 60-log airplane Mach
number dependence suggests that airflow noise such as boundary layer noise is a primary source for this
microphone. Noise generated by airflow separation behind the microphone fairing may also be impor-
tant.
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The microphone 6 data in Figure 4-18 shows very littleairplane Mach number dependence except for
some outlying points.The outlier point at MFa n equal to 0.70 is identifiedas being due to nacelle
spillage.As pointed out in Volume 1,the airplane was in a slightdive with the engine windmilling for
this condition.As a result,turbulent airflow from the engine nacellewas impinging on the microphone
causing a high reading. The outlierpoint forcondition 247 at MFa n = 0.93 isshown as affectedby cirrus
clouds. Other conditions that were measured in the presence of cirrus clouds are consistent with the
main data trend.However, considering for example conditions 223, 224, and 225, itwas found that their
OASPLs and spectra were consistent with the data trend at microphone 6 but showed high levels at
microphone 13 and to some degree at microphone 15. Since the cirrus clouds experienced were some-
what scattered,itappears that they were not impinging on allmicrophones simultaneously. There are
other outlierpoints such as those forcondition 204 and 245 for microphone 6 forwhich no explanation is
evident. It is possible that light cirrus clouds were present but not noted when condition 245 was
measured. However, the hot film data for conditions 204 showed no evidence ofcirrusclouds.
Except for the outlierpoints,the microphone 6 data shows an engine power dependence similar to
that seen for the aftunderwing probe microphones. As forthe aftprobe microphones, this engine power
dependence isfeltto indicate a dominance of engine noise.
The OASPL data for microphones 13 and 15 both seem to show an airplane Mach number depen-
dence. Microphone 13 also shows a great deal of irregularity particularly at the higher airplane Mach
numbers and engine power conditions. Most of this irregularity is attributable to cirrus clouds as indi-
cated. The data points for conditions 228 and 218 do not follow the data trends for their respective
airplane Mach numbers, but no explanation for their behavior is known.
4.1.2.2 Noise Floors
Figure 4-20 compares the lower engine power (MFa n = 0.76), lowest flight Mach number (MAp = 0.63)
1/3 octave spectral data from each of the lower wing leading edge microphones to attempt to identify
possible nonengine noise floors. The corresponding narrow band spectra are shown in Figure 4-21. The
primary features of the data from microphone 2 are attributed to the airplane electrical system interfer-
ence and to the engine bleed. Microphones 6 and 13 show a significant tone from the engine fan. Also
the narrow band spectra show a broadband peak with an unidentified tone near 4000 Hz for both
microphones 6 and 13. The frequency of this tone could not be related to the turbomachinery blade
counts and therefore it does not appear to be due to engine noise. Another broadband peak is seen at
2500 Hz for microphone 13. Microphone 15 is seen to be influenced by the airplane electrical system
interference. The narrow band spectrum of microphone 15 shows a moderate broadband peak near 4000
Hz, but the unidentified tone noted for microphones 6 and 13 near 4000 Hz is not present. The lowest
level noise characteristics measured by the four microphones were therefore quite different. The noise
floors appear to be set by different sources including engine bleed valve noise, engine fan noise, non-
engine tone noise, airplane electrical interference, and other unidentified broadband sources.
4.1.2.3 Spectra
The 1/3 octave band spectra for the lower wing leading edge microphones are shown in Figures 4-22
through 4-29. They are grouped by airplane Mach number. Those conditions for which cirrus clouds were
observed are indicated. The narrow band spectra for flight Mach number --- 0.6 and 0.8 are shown in
Figures 4-30 through 4-37. Tones from the airplane electrical system, engine fan, and turbine are indi-
cated on the narrow band spectra. As reported in Volume I, tones which were not relatable to engine
turbomachinery were also observed.
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4.1.2.4Summary
The following summarizes the analysis of the lower wing leading edge surface mountedmicrophone
data:
i° Microphone 2 appears to be affectedby engine bleed valve noise at the lower engine power condi-
tionsfor which the bleed valve isopen. When the bleed valve isclosed,microphone 2 appears tobe
dominated by airflow noise.
2. When present, cirrus clouds caused high microphone readings.
. The main trend ofthe microphone 6 data isincreasing noise levelwith increasing engine power
indicating engine noise dominance.
4. The data from microphone 13 is in many cases affected by cirrus cloud contamination.
.
4.1.3
The sources contributing to the noise floors of the lower wing leading edge microphones were not
completely identifiable. However, the effects of engine bleed noise, nonengine tones, and airplane
electrical interference were observed.
Noise Measurement on Wing Upper Surface With Probe Microphones
4.1.3.10ASPL
Plots of normalized OASPL versus SFa n for the wing upper surface probe microphones are shown in
Figure 4-38. The clear dependence of noise on engine power through MFa n seen for the lower wing
microphones isnot apparent. Although there does appear to be an airplane Mach number dependence
the trend isnot consistent.For example, the MAp = 0.6-0.7data showed levelslower than for the other
flightMach numbers at microphone 9 but showed the highest levelsat microphone 7. For given flight
Mach numbers, some cases show relativelyconstant noise levels as engine power is changed while
others show variability to as much as 15 dB. The data of Figure 4-38 is replotted as a function of
airplane lift coefficient (C L) in Figure 4-39. Although the data appears less scattered than the MFa n plots
of Figure 4-38 when a given airplane Mach number range is considered, the dependence on C L and
airplane Mach number is still complex. Figure 4-40 plots normalized OASPL versus airplane Mach
number. A somewhat similar behavior is seen for all of the microphones with the noise levels first
increasing with airplane Mach number and then rapidly decreasing. The 60% chord microphones (Mics
3, 9, and 16) all show the rapid decrease occurring for airplane Mach number in the range of 0.8. The
30% chord microphone (Mic 7) however shows the falloff occurring at a lower airplane Mach number
(MAp ffi 0.7). The 1/3 octave spectra shown in Figures 4-41 and 4-42 indicate that the peak noise levels
seen in Figure 4-40 are associated with a large increase in low frequency noise. Figure 4-43 shows
predicted wing pressure distributions for the glove midspan for various airplane Mach numbers and
CLs. For the highest C b a shock is expected near the leading edge (x/c ffi 10%) at MAp = 0.7. As the
airplane Mach number is increased to MAp = 0.8 the shock moves aft to approximately 50% chord. It is
therefore possible that the behavior seen in Figure 440 is relatable to the wing shock. The noise at a
given microphone may be increasing as the shock approaches it from the leading edge as the airplane
Mach number is increased. The rapid decrease in noise level then seems to occur as the shock moves
behind the microphone. Microphone 7 therefore experiences maximum noise levels at a lower airplane
Mach number because it is closer to the leading edge. The high noise levels observed may be due to
boundary layer turbulence directly or sound generated by the shock wave interacting with the turbu-
lent boundary layer. The increased thickness of the boundary layer behind the shock may be sufficient
to cause high levels of boundary layer pressure fluctuations at the elevated probe microphone as the
shock gets closer and stronger with increasing airplane Mach number.
For airplane Mach numbers in the range of 0.6 the wing airflow is subsonic. Since there is no
evidence of engine noise at the upper wing probe microphones and no shocks are present for MAp = 0.6,
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the noise levels at this flight condition may represent a floor due to airflow over the microphones or
some other nonengine source of sound. It is therefore interesting to compare the noise levels at MAp
0.6 for the upper and corresponding lower wing microphones. The OASPL levels measured at the lowest
engine power conditions (excluding the engine windmill condition for which nacelle spillage occurred)
for the lower wing probe microphones are indicated in Figure 4-40. It is seen that the lower wing
microphones measured less noise than the corresponding upper wing microphones at MAp _ 0.6. In fact,
the lowest levels measured at the upper wing probe microphones occurred at the highest airplane Math
numbers. It may be that the upper wing probes were more affected by turbulent boundary layer pres-
sure fluctuations than those on the lower wing. The thinner boundary layer at MAp = 0.8 compared with
that at MAp = 0.6 may explain the lower noise levels at MAp = 0.8 after the shock has moved past the
microphone. However, based on the flat plate relationship, 6 a U 1-5, one would only expect a 6%
boundary layer thickness reduction going from MAp -- 0.6 to MAp -- 0.8. It may be that a downstream
noise source, at the trailing edge for example, is responsible for the noise floor at MAP = 0.6 on the upper
wing, but for some reason is not as important for the lower wing. The very low levels at MAp = 0.8 on
the upper wing may be due to the wing shock. When the shock moves behind the microphone, it may
block the microphone from receiving sound from the trailing edge.
4.1.3.2 Spectra
One-third octave spectra,normalized to an altitude of 40,000 ft,are shown in Figures 4-44 to 4-51.
The data isgrouped by airplane Mach number. The spectrum shape formicrophone 7 forMAp = 0.7,(fig.
4-45) at which the OASPL was a maximum, shows a peak near 3,000 Hz and a smaller peak near 400
Hz. The MAp = 0.8 spectra forthe other upper wing aftprobe microphones (fig.4-48)peak at frequencies
of 400 Hz or lower. As was shown in Figure 4-41 and 4-42, the low frequency noise isrelated to the
presence ofthe shock in frontof the microphone. Narrow band spectra plotsfor airplane Mach numbers
of approximately 0.6 and 0.8 are shown in Figures 4-52 to 4-59.The large low frequency peak for the
60% chord microphones at MAp --0.8 (figs.4-57 to 4-59) corresponds to the low frequency noise seen in
the 1/3 octave resultsassociated with the presence ofwing shocks.
4.1.3.3 Summary
. The upper wing probe microphones do not show engine noise influence, as indicated by the lack of
MFa n dependence.
. Maximum noise levels appear to be related to the wing shock, but it is not clear if they are due to
noise generated by the shock boundary layer interaction or boundary layer pressure fluctuations
enhanced by the shock.
3. The shock related noise appears to be low frequency (_ 400 Hz) dominated.
. The noise measured by a microphone appears to drop off rapidly as the shock moves downstream of
the microphone. In fact, the minimum noise levels were measured at the highest airplane Mach
numbers when the shock is farthest aft. This may indicate that trailing edge noise may be impor-
tant, second to the wing shock. The shock could block the microphones from trailing edge noise
when it is between them and the wing trailing edge.
. At low airplane Mach numbers (MAp ---0.6)the upperwing probe microphones show higher noise
levels than the corresponding lower wing microphones. Iftrailing edge generated noise is the
dominant noise source forthe upper wing at this MAp, itappears itislessintense at the lower wing
microphones.
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4.1.4 Noise Measurements on Wing Upper Surface Leading Edge With Surface Mounted Microphones
4.1.4.10ASPL
Plots ofnormalized OASPL versus Mvan are shown inFighre 4-60 forthe upper wing leading edge (5%
chord) surface mounted microphones. As was the case for the upper wing probe microphones a MFa n
dependence, which would indicate engine noise dominance, is not clearlyevident. The microphone 1
data covers a very narrow OASPL range ofthe order of 4 dB with the primary dependence appearing to
be airplane Mach number. The other microphones show a more complex behavior.
When plotted versus airplane liftcoefficient,the microphone 5 data (fig.4-61)shows a bettercorrela-
tion than for MFa n,especiallyifthe data influenced by nacelle spillageand cirrusclouds iseliminated.
The data point for condition 242 has a gain recording error of 12-18 dB based on the recorded gains for
other similarconditions.For the higher Mach number conditions(MAp _ 0.7)the boundary layer on the
upper glove surface was found to be laminar back to 20% to 30% chord. The high noise levelsmeasured
by microphone 5 therefore suggest that the microphone or the microphone ramp was causing the local
boundary layer to become turbulent near the microphone. Itisnot known why the noise level appears
initiallyto decrease as C L increases.The airplane Mach number decreases for the higher Cns so that a
MAp dependence is possibly influencing the data to some degree. Itdoes appear that there may be a
tendency for the noise todecrease with increasing C n untilC L _ 0.62 however. For CL _>0.62,the noise
levelbegins toincrease with C L.For these points,the hot film data indicatedthat the laminar boundary
layer transition point was very close to the glove leading edge. The increased noise level isprobably
related to this transition.It isinterestingto note that the :/3octave spectrum shape for the low Mach
number/high C L points at microphone 5 (fig.4-62) isquite differentfrgm the higher Mach number cases
(fig.4-63 for example). Itappears that the boundary layer transitionresulted in lower frequency noise
than that due to the microphone tripping the locallaminar boundary layer.
The data from microphone ii isquite complicated whether plotted versus MFa n or airplane C L. Itwas
found that the upper wing boundary layer at the outboard edge ofthe glove near microphone 11 transi-
tioned forward of 15% chord (which was the location of the most forward hot film transducer in this
region)forallflightconditions.The staticpressure distributionmeasured in thisregion showed a strong
adverse gradient near the 5% chord location.Microphone 11 was mounted slightly outboard (WBL =
360) ofthe region where these aerodynamic measurements were made (WBL = 355) and may have been
influenced by transitioning boundary layer flow. It isalso possible that vorticiesassociated with the
rapid sweep change at the outboard edge of the glove were causing pressure fluctuationsat the micro-
phone. There seems to be a trend of noise increasing with airplane CL for this microphone that could
indicate increased vorticityas angle ofattack isincreased.As was observed for microphone 5,the high
C L points occur at low MAp values. The low MAp spectra (fig. 4-62) appear to show relatively more low
frequency noise than at higher airplane Mach numbers (fig. 4-64). At high airplane Mach numbers, the
microphone 11 OASPLs show a great deal of scatter. Despite the scatter in the corresponding OASPLs
the :/3 octave spectra for microphone 11 at the higher airplane Mach numbers show shapes very similar
to those of microphones 1 and 5.
The normalized OASPL versus MFa n and C L plots for microphone 14 are similar to those of micro-
phone 5 except that the levels for microphone 14 are 12 to 14 dB lower. The microphone 14 data is also
approximately 15 dB lower than that of microphone 1. The reason for the relatively low levels at
microphone 14 is not known. Assuming that microphones 1, 5, and 14 are all responding primarily to
airflow turbulence pressure fluctuations, the low microphone 14 level implies lower turbulence levels.
The similarity of the parametric dependence of microphone 14 with that of microphone 5 is interesting
since microphone 5 is located on the NLF glove whereas microphone 14 is located on the wing surface. It
has been speculated that the leading edge of the wing may be laminar even on the nonglove region.
While this would explain the parametric similarity of microphones 5 and 14, the level difference re-
mains. Since the microphone installation itself is probably disturbing the flow, as mentioned above,
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detailed differencesin these installationsand the localboundary layer characteristicsmay be impor-
tant. The magic bond potting used to fare the microphones to the wing surface was handworked with
minimal precision.Perhaps the resulting faring differenceswere important.
4.1.4.2 Spectra
The normalized 1/3octave spectra are shown in Figures 4-62 to 4-69 grouped by airplane Mach num-
ber.Itisbelieved that the pressure fluctuationsmeasured by these microphones were primarily due to
boundary layer pressure fluctuations.Therefore, the rms voltages measured by the hot films at 5% and
7.5% chord near microphone 5 are also noted. While they indicate the stateof the boundary layer over
the smooth sectionof the glove, localflow effectssuch as separation over the microphone faring would
not be indicated by the hot film transducers. Generally, hot film rms voltages lessthan 15 mv indicate
laminar flow,values of the order of 100 mv indicate transitionalflow and intermediate values usually
are representative of turbulent flow. Most cases for which rms values greater than 30 mv were mea-
sured at the 5% chord hot film also show increased noise measured at microphone 5.For MAp ffi0.6 (fig.
4-62)a low frequency peak was observed at microphone 5 while the 5% chord hot film measured approxi-
mately 30 inv.Cirrus clouds are seen to resultin high microphone levelsand hot film levelsin Figures
4-65 and 4-66. In some cases, high rms levelswere observed at the 5% hot film but no corresponding
increase was observed at microphone 5. In most of these cases, high noise levels were observed at
another microphone. These were probably cirruscloud influences as well since the clouds were variable
and could be intercepted by one sectionofthe wing while not present at another.
Narrow band spectra for MAp ffi0.6 and MAp = 0.8 are shown in Figures 4-70 to 4-77. No engine
turbomachinery tones are identifiablein these figures,consistentwith the contention that engine noise
was not significantfor the upper wing microphones. The low frequency (f_ 500 Hz) peak related to
boundary layer transitionnear microphone 5 on the NLF glove at MAp = 0.6 isclearlyseen in Figure 4-
71.
4.1.4.3 Summary
1. The upper wing surface leading edge microphones did not show a clear MFa n dependence indicative
of engine noise dominance as seen for the lower wing microphones.
. Airflow noise sources such as boundary layer pressure fluctuations, cirrus clouds, and wing vorti-
cies are believed to dominate the upper wing leading edge microphones.
. Transition ofthe laminar boundary layer toturbulent flow near the leading edge ofthe NLF glove
at low airplane Mach number was seen to resultin an increase oflow frequency broadband noise at
microphone 5 in particular and microphone 11 to a lesserdegree.
. Microphone 11 OASPL showed more scatter than the other leading edge microphones although its
1/3 octave spectrum shape remained relatively constant. Aerodynamic disturbances such as bound-
ary layer pressure fluctuations enhanced because of the adverse pressure gradient near this micro-
phone and vorticies emanating from the rapid sweep change at the outboard edge of the glove may
be responsible for this variability.
.
The noise levels measured at the most outboard microphone were of the order of 15 dB lower than
the inboard leading edge microphones. Since the spectra from this microphone are similar in shape
to the spectra of the inboard microphones, it is believed that boundary layer pressure fluctuations
dominate this microphone as well. If this is the case, the low OASPL levels imply lower boundary
layer turbulence levels. It is not clear why the outboard region of the wing leading edge would
have appreciably different boundary layer characteristics compared to inboard. It is speculated
that microphone fairing differences may give rise to different local boundary layers although it
would seem that the fairing variations would not be large enough to account for 15 dB.
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4.1.5 Noise Measurements Near Wing Stagnation Line With Surface Mounted Microphone
4.1.5.10ASPL
The normalized OASPL versus MFa n data for microphohe 12, which was positioned on the approxi-
mate stagnation line of the glove, is shown in Figure 4-78. There appears to be a differencein the
behavior of the lower airplane Mach number data compared with the higher Mach number data. The
MAp _ 0.78 data shows increasing noise with MFa n indicating engine noise dominance. The lower
airplane Mach number data however is more complex. At the lower MFa, points the MAp = 0.62 and
MAp = 0.75 data show the highest levels.The MAp = 0.7 data, although intermediate to the MAp --0.6
and 0.75 cases,shows noise levelsthat appear more consistent with the high airplane speeds.With the
exception ofthe MAp = 0.7 data,the high noise levelsobserved forthe low airplane Mach numbers may
be explained in terms ofhigher airplane angle ofattack associated with the lower flightspeeds.
4.1.5.2 SPECTRA
The angle-of-attackvalues are tabulated on the i/3octave spectrum plotsshown inFigures 4-79 and 4-
80. The i/3octave spectra show a spectrum shape differencefor the low and high flightspeed data as
well.The lower flightMach number spectra appear to peak at higher frequencies,whereas the higher
flightMach number data tends to peak in the range of 1 KHz as engine power is increased. Not
withstanding the MAp --0.7 data, itmay be argued that the lower flightspeed data isdominated by
turbulent pressure fluctuations associated with the higher angles of attack. At the higher airplane
Mach numbers, this noise is reduced because of the associated lower angle of attack and the engine
noise dominates. As was discussed in Volume I,the leading edge microphone will be somewhat shielded
from noise sources locatedbehind the engine such as injetflow.This could explain the low engine noise
levelsmeasured by this microphone compared to microphone 13 located nearby but on the lower wing
surface.
Narrow band spectra for MAp ,_ 0.6 and 0.8 are shown in Figures 4-81 and 4-82. Generally, the
spectra indicate broadband noise dominance. The MAp = 0.6 data shows a very low frequency tone that
isnot apparent in the I/zoctave data and istherefore at a frequency lessthan 45 Hz. The source ofthis
tone is not known. A tone at approximately 5.7 KHz was observed for the MAp = 0.8 data. Since its
frequency was independent ofengine power conditions,itdoes not appear to be engine noise related.
4.1.5.3 Summary
. Pressure fluctuationsassociated with boundary layer turbulence tend to dominate microphone 12
at lower flightspeeds for which the airplane angle of attack isrelativelyhigh.
. At higher airplane Mach numbers and associated lower airplane angles ofattack,engine noise is
observed as the engine power is increased.
. When engine noise isdominating microphone 12 the levelsare of the order of 15 dB lower than
those observed at microphone 13, which isclosetomicrophone 12 but on the underside ofthe wing.
. Itisprobable that the wing partiallyshieldsmicrophone 12 for the dominant engine noise sources
that are probably located in the jet flow behind the engine.
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4.1.6 Sideslip Noise Data Comparisons
4.1.6.1 Lower Surface Microphones
To investigate the effectof wing sweep angle on the laminar boundary layer transition,tests were
conducted with varying amounts ofairplane sideslip.Both positiveand negative sideslipangles ranging
from +7 deg to -7 deg were tested.The effectof sideslipon the OASPL noise levelsmeasured on the
lower wing are shown in Figures 4-83 and 4-84.Except formicrophones 2 and 13, noise levelstended to
be highest with negative sideslip.The aftprobe microphones (fig.4-83) show the same trend of increas-
ing noise with increasing engine power for the nonzero as for the zero sideslipconditions.The slight
noise increase with negative sideslipfor those microphones may result from an effectivechange of
directivityangle and propagation distance for the microphone relativeto the jet exhaust noise source.
The jetexhaust flow directionwill not change directlywith sideslipbecause ofthe freestream flow.Itis
also possible that noise generation within the jet flow changes with sideslipbecause of the changed
mixing with the freestream air.
The lower wing leading edge microphones (fig. 4-84) show a somewhat different behavior compared to
the aft probe microphones. Microphone 6 showed a small noise increase for negative sideslip as was seen
for the aft microphones except for the two lowest engine power negative sideslip points. These points
showed a relatively large noise increase. The reason for this large increase is not known. Because of the
proximity of microphone 6 to the engine, it may be susceptible to nacelle spillage or possible jet turbu-
lence impingement, which could be more severe with negative sideslip than with positive sideslip.
Microphone 13 shows highest noise levelswith positive sideslip.This may resultfrom disturbances
related to the rapid sweep change at the outboard edge ofthe glove.Streamlines from this area would
tend to pass closerto microphone 13 with positivesideslip.The data at microphone 15 again shows the
highest levelsfor negative sideslip.Because of itsdistance from the engine, microphone 15 isprobably
not strongly dominated by engine noise even at the high power conditions.Airflow changes over the
microphone occurring with changes in sideslipmay thereforebe expected to resultin changes in bound-
ary layer pressure fluctuations.However, itisnot clearwhether positiveor negative sideslipshould lead
to higher noise levels.
4.1.6.2 Upper Surface Microphones
The upper wing microphones (figs. 4-85 and 4-86) generally were more strongly affected by sideslip
changes than those on the lower wing except for the two microphones closest to the fuselage (mics 1 and
3). This is consistent with the belief that the pressure fluctuations measured by the upper wing micro-
phones were due to airflow related noise sources. The small changes at microphones 1 and 3 probably
indicate that the aerodynamic changes on this section of the wing were smaller than at the outboard
sections.
One-third octave spectra showing the effect of sideslip for selected microphones are shown in Figures
4-87 to 4-90. Generally, the noise changes are broadband.
4.1.6.3 Summary
. The probe microphones on the lower wing surface showed a slight broadband noise increase with
negative sideslip compared to zero or positive sideslip. The change may result from the change in
radiation directivity angle from the jet flow noise sources resulting from the relative microphone
position change associated with the sideslip.
. The lower wing leading edge microphones showed a more varied behavior with sideslip than the
lower wing aft probe microphones. It is possible that effects such as airflow separation from the
nacelle, jet flow impingement, leading edge vorticies, and boundary layer turbulence are affecting
the leading edge microphones but have little effect on the aft probes.
21
. The upper wing microphones showed much stronger effectsof sideslipthan those on the lower
wing. This seems consistent with the beliefthat the pressure fluctuationsmeasured by the upper
wing are due primarily to airflow sources (turbulence or turbulence generated acoustic waves).
4.1.7 Comparison of Present 757 Underwing Data With Under'wing Data Measured on a 747 Airplane in
1974
Noise measurements made by Boeing on the wing of a 747 in 1974 wereused for laminar flow wing
noise assessment in reference 8.Comparison ofthe 747 data with the present 757 data was used to help
verifyboth the 757 data and the previous assessment.
Figure 4-91 isa schematic showing the microphone placement for the 747 test.A fairing approxi-
mately 17-ftlong was mounted on the lower wing surface,outboard ofengine number four,at approxi-
mately WBL 944. Eight _/4-inB&K microphones were mounted intothe fairingso that the microphones
were flush with the fairing surface.
Figure 4-92 compares normalized OASPL data from microphone F04 from the 747 testwith data from
microphones 8 and 17 from the 757 test.All three microphones were at a geometric angle from the
engine axis (with origin at center offan nozzle)of approximately 50 deg. The sidelinedistance for the
747 data was intermediate between the sideline distances for the two 757 microphones. Figure 4-93
compares 747 and 757 OASPL data for a geometric angle of approximately 30 deg for about the same
normalized sidelinedistance.Microphones 8 and 17 from the 757 testwere probe microphones. Because
ofreflectionfrom the wing, the probe microphone OASPLs may be 0 to 3 dB lower than what would be
measured by surface microphones. Since measurement points were not preciselyduplicated forthe two
tests,itcannot be determined ifthe differencesseen in Figures 4-92 and 4-93 represent noise source
differencesor measurement location differences.The resultsseem reasonably consistent,however.
Comparison of 1/3 octave band spectra for the 747 and 757 tests are shown in Figures 4-94 to 4-96. As
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Figure 4-2. Lower Wing Probe Microphones 1/3 Octave Spectra--MAp = 0.62-0.64
MAp MFAN N*C
O0 0.63 0.76 2315
[30 0.62 0.86 2928
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o _ Bleed valve open















































































































Figure 4-3. Lower Wing Probe Microphones 1/3 Octave Spectra--MAp = 0.70, 0.71
MAp MEAU_ NIC
O o 0.71 0.85 2601
no 0.71 0.99 3280
_o 0.70 1.05 3582
_c 0.71 1.06 3557
A O 0.70 1.06 3618
I_C 0.70 1.15 4019
[7C 0.70 1.23 4508
o -- Bleed valve open
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229 O O 0.75 1.04 3330
; 250 130 0.75 1.12 3723
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Figure 4-4. Lower Wing Probe Microphones V3 Octave Spectra--M_p = O. 75, O.76
o -- Bleed valve open
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109 O c 0.79 1.17 3810
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o -- Bleed valve open
c -- Bleed valve closed
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Figure 4-6• Lower Wing Probe Microphones 1/3Octave Spectra--M_p = 0.80
_ N,c
o 0.80 1.06 3227
Oo 0.80 1.12 3557
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_o 0.80 1.18 3793
_c 0.80 1.19 3850
_,c 0.80 1.23 4034
(_c 0.80 1.24 4102
[7c 0.80 1.28 4340
o -- Bleed valve open
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Cond. MAp MES_N- NIc
135 O c 0.81 1.23 4019
105 I-lc 0.81 1.23 4010
115 _c 0.81 1.25 4115
114 _c 0.81 1.27 4221
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Figure 4-9. Lower Wing Probe Microphones 1/3 Octave Spectra--MAp = 0.82, 0.83
MAp MFAN NIC
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17 c 0.82 1.24 4043
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c 0.83 1.30 4327
[7C 0.83 1.30 4321
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Cond. N I N1c MFAN MAp
0 -- 219 4121 4493 1.19 0.64 Bleed closed
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Cond. N I N1c MFA N MAp
O 223 3934 4340 1.28 0.80 Bleed closed
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Cond. N 1 Nlc MFAN
0 223 3934 4340 1.28 0.80 Bleed closed
I-1 224 3714 4102 1.24 0.80 Bleed closed
225 3437 3793 1.18 0.80 Bleed open
,_ 228 2384 2645 0.94 0.79 Bleed open
Figure 4-17. Microphone 17 Narrow Band Spectra--MAp = O.79-0.80
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Figure 4-19. Airplane Mach Number Dependence of Microphone 20ASPL Data With Engine
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Figure 4-28. Lower Wing Leading Edge Microphones I/3 Octave Spectra--MAp = 0.80-0.81
MM  N,c
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Figure 4-48. Upper Wing Probe Microphones 7/3 Octave Spectra--MAp = 0.80
Cond. MA._ppMFAI_- C L
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Figure 4-62. Upper Wing Leading Edge Microphones 1/3 Octave Spectra--MAp = 0.62-0.64
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_ Figure 4-69. Upper Wing Leading Edge Microphones V3 Octave Spectra--M_p = 0.82-0.83
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Figure 4-76. Microphone 11 Narrow Band Spectra--MAp = O.79--0.80
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Figure 4-83. Effect of Sideslip on Lower Surface Probe Microphones
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Figure 4-89. Effect of Sideslip on 1/3 Octave Spectra for Upper Wing Microphones (Continued)
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Figure 4.94. Comparison of 747 and 757 Wing Mounted Microphone 1/3 Octave Spectra Noise
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Figure 4-95. Comparison of 747 and 757 Wing Mounted Microphone 1/3 Octave Spectra Noise
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4.2 COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS VERSUS MEASURED NOISE DATA
4.2.1 Description of Prediction Procedures
Predictionsofthe noisemeasured by the microphonesmounted on the lower wing were made using
threedifferentprocedures.The followingisa briefdescriptionoftheseprocedures.
4.2.1.1 Lockheed Procedure
ReferenceI describesnearfieldenginenoiseand airframenoisepredictionmethods incorporatedinto
a computer program by the Lockheed-GeorgiaCompany under contractto NASA. The user'sguide to












A magnetic tape of the Fortran code was receivedfrom NASA and run on the Boeing CDC6600
computer.
4.2.1.2 Boeing Procedures
Two Boeing predictionprocedureswere used forcomparison with the 757 lower wing microphone
results.The Butzelpredictionmethodology isdescribedin Reference5.This procedureprovidespredic-
tionsforjetnoiseand jetshock broadband noiseonly.The Butzelproceduresare essentiallyempirical
and arebased on YC14 dataand the 747 datadiscussedinSection4.1.7.The Lu procedureonlypredicts
jetmixing noise.No shock effectsareincluded.The procedureisbased on relativelylow speed(M _<0.3)
























The Lockheed procedurewas used forpredictionsatalllowerwing microphones.For the Butzeland
Lu procedures,predictionswere only made forthe microphonesoutboardofthe engine.This was felt
sufficienttoevaluatetheseproceduressincetheydo not predictany fan orturbinenoisesources.Table
4-1shows the microphone geometricparametersthatare usedby thepredictionproceduresforthe lower
wing microphone locations.
The engineparameters needed forthe enginenoisecomponent predictionswere readdirectlyfrom or
estimatedfrom parameterscalculatedby thePW 2037 enginecyclecomputer program. Flow areaswere
estimatedfrom an engine drawing when internalflowMach numbers neededtobe calculated.Nlc and
fan nozzlepressureratiowere measured duringtheflightest.Comparison ofthe Nlc versusMFancurve
determined from the flightdatawith thatdeterminedfrom theenginecyclecalculationshow the deck
tobe withinabout 3% ofMza n.This differencewould cause approximately1.5dB errorin thejetnoise
calculationsat MAp = 0.8.
4.2.3 Summary of Prediction Versus Measured Data Comparisons
The followingisa briefoverviewofthe noiseprediction/flightdata comparisons.Detailsofthe com-
parisonsare given in latersections.
4.2.3.1 Lockheed Prediction Procedure:
1. Aft Fan Noise
* Not predictedas a dominant component.
• Higher than inletfan foralllowerwing measurement points
• Fan tonepredictions+ 10 dB relativeto measured data ifconvectiveamplificationused,-5 to
+15 dB ifconvectiveamplificationot used.
2. Turbine Noise
Turbine tonepredictionswere high by 20 dB or more at leadingedge microphoneswhen convec-
tiveamplificationwas used.When convectiveamplificationwas notused,tonepredictionswere
20 dB lowerthan thosewith convectiveamplificationatleadingedge microphones(fig.4-97).
• Maximum turbinenoiselevelmeasured atmicrophone i0.Predictionwith convectiveamplifica-
tionmodeled thismicrophone measurement well.Predictionwithout convectiveamplification
was 5 dB high at thismicrophone (fig.4-97).
3. Jet Noise
Predictionprocedurewould not givejetmixing noisepredictionformicrophones closeto the
engine(microphones2,4,6,8,and 10).Also an intermediateenginepower conditionfailedfor
MAp = 0.6.
Although itcan'tbe statedwith certainty,jetpredictionsare probablyhigh.A noiseincreaseof
5 to 10 dB ispredictedat intermediatesubsonicfan jetexhaust conditionswhen the airplane
Mach number isreducedfrom M = 0.8toM = 0.6atconstantfanjetMach numbers. Sincethis
increaseisnot observed in the 757 data,itisconcludedthatjet noiseisnot the dominant
broadband noisesourceas predictedin thispower settingrange.
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4. Shock Noise (Broadband)
• Broadband shock noiseappearstobe the dominant noisesourceforthe lowerwing atsupersonic
fan exhaustjetMach numbers.
• Predictionsforleadingedge microphonesare 10 to40 dB high when convectiveamplificationis
appliedand 5 to 10 dB high without convectiveamplification(fig.4-98).
• Predictionsforaftmicrophonesare 0 to10 dB highwith convectiveamplificationand 5 to10 dB
high without (fig.4-98).
5. Shock Noise (Tone)
• Generally,shockscreechwas notevidentinmeasured datasothiscomponent was notpredicted.
(Preliminarypredictionshowed very high levels.)
6. TrailingEdge Noise
• Predictedtobe dominant noisesourceataftmicrophonesand an importantcontributorat lead-
ing edge microphones forMAp = 0.8 when convectiveamplificationisapplied.This isnot sup-
portedby the data.Removing convectiveamplificationloweredpredictionby 20 to30 dB.
7. Boundary Layer Radiated Noise
• Turbulentboundary layerradiatednoisepredictedforwing surfaceradiation.Predictedlevels
more than 40 dB lessthan measured overallnoiselevels.Therefore,thisnoisesourceisnot
consideredimportant.
4.2.3.2 Butzel Procedure
1. Shock Noise (Broadband)
• Uses mixed jetparametersforshock noisepredictions.When MF_ Jetisslightlyabove 1,MM=ed
Jet_ 1, and no shock noiseispredicted.This isprobablyincorrect.
• For higherMFa nJetvalues,predictionscompare wellwith dataformicrophonesnear engine,but
were approximately10 dB low foroutboard microphones15 and 17 (fig.4-98).
2. Jet Noise




• Predictions20 to30 dB lower than Butzelpredictionsand 30 to45 dB lower than Lockheed.
• Predictionsmore than 30 dB below measured data.
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4.2.4 Details of Prediction Versus Measurement Comparisons
4.2.4.10ASPL
Figures 4-99 to 4-122 compare predicted versus measured OASPL data for all of the lower wing
microphones. The plots are grouped by microphone number with three plots shown for each microphone.
The first shows measured data versus the Lockheed procedure predictions with convective amplification
applied. The second shows measured data versus Lockheed predictions without convective amplification
applied. The third shows measured data versus the Butzel and Lu predictions.
Use of the convective amplification correction in the Lockheed predictions resulted in large overpre-
dictions for the leading edge microphones in particular. In Figure 4-98, it is seen that the broadband
shock noise is overpredicted by 10 to 40 dB depending on microphone position. The wing trailing edge
noise prediction is also high because of the convective amplification and the forward radiation angle of
all microphones for this source. As a result, it was decided to modify the Lockheed prediction computer
program so that convective and dynamic amplification would not be applied. The resulting predictions
show significantly better agreement with the measured data.
For the supersonic fan exhaust Mach numbers the broadband shock noise is predicted to be the
dominant noise source at all microphones. While the Lockheed predictions for the broadband shock
noise still are of the order of 10 dB higher than the measured data, the trend With MF_ in the super-
sonic region seems correctly predicted. Removing the convective amplification correction results in
nearly the same broadband shock noise predicted for airplane Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.8 at a given
MF_. The measured data also shows a relative insensitivity to airplane Mach number at the higher
MF,_. The broadband shock noise prediction drops off very fast as MFa n approaches 1.
For those microphones for which the Lockheed procedure gave jet noise predictions (Mics 13, 15, and
17), jet noise was predicted to dominate for the high subsonic MF_ conditions with turbomachinery
noise dominating at the low MFanS (figs. 4-106, 4-109, and 4-121).
Examining Figures4-109and 4-121,thejetnoiseforMAp = 0.6ispredictedtobe approximately7 to
10 dB higherthan forMAp = 0.8.Thisresultsina predictedincreaseinOASPL of5 to7 dB forthe high
subsonicMF_S going from MAp = 0.8 to MAp = 0.6.This increasewas not observedin the measured
data.Infact,formicrophones 15 and 17 the noiselevelsshowed a reductionofapproximately5 dB going
from MAp = 0.8toMAp = 0.6(figs.4-18and 4-1).An increaseinjetnoiseforthisairplaneMach number
change was alsopredictedby the Butzeland Lu proceduresand isdue tothe increasein relativejet
velocity(Vj_t-Vairpl_e).The factthat the measured noisedid not increasewith decreasingairplane
Mach number ata constantfanjetMach number leadstotheconclusionthatjetmixing noisewas not a
dominant sourcein any power settingrange.This alsoimpliesthatthe Lockheed procedurejetnoise
predictionsformicrophones 13,15,and 17 are high.
The Lockheed procedurepredictssignificantlevelsofturbomachinery noisewith turbineand inlet
fan noisebeing most importantforthe leadingedge microphonesand turbinenoisebeing most impor-
tantforthe aftmicrophones.These sourcesare examined in more detailbelow.The trailingedge noise
sourcegenerallyispredictedtobe insignificantwhen convectiveamplificationisnot included.Also,the
noiseradiatedby the wing boundary layerwas predictedtobe wellbelow (30to 70 dB) the measured
data.
The Butzelproceduregivespredictionsforjetshock broadband noiseand jetmixing noise.The shock
broadband noisepredictionswere within5 dB ofthe measured dataforthehigh supersonicfanjetMach
numbers forthe microphonesclosertothe engine(mics4,6,8,and 10).The predictionswere low by 5 to
10 dB forthe microphonesfartherfrom the engine(mics13,15,and 17).The procedureusesthe mixed
jetMach number forthe shock noisepredictionthatresultsin no shock noiseforsome casesforwhich
the fanjetissupersonicand the corejetissubsonic.This isprobablyincorrect.Sincethe PW 2037 isnot
a mixed flow engine,shocks willexistin the fan jetforthesecases.The Butzelprocedurejetnoise
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predictions are of the order of 10 dB lower than the Lockheed jet predictions at microphones 13, 15, and
17. However, the predicted jet noise for MAp = 0.6 generally is close to the measured data. Again,
because a noise increase was not measured when the airplane speed was reduced at a constant fan jet
exhaust Mach number, it appears that the Butzel procedure jet noise predictions are too high.
The Lu jet noise predictions generally are well below the measured data. These predictions otherwise
show trends similar to the Lockheed and the Butzel procedures. The Lu jet noise procedure is based on
low speed wind tunnel data (1VITunnel= 0.3) that is extrapolated for the MAp = 0.6 and MAp = 0.8
conditions. Since jet noise does not appear to contribute to the 757 data, the procedure cannot be further
evaluated.
4.2.4.2 One-Third Octave Band Spectra
Figures4-123 to4-130 are comparisonsofthe Lockheed procedurepredictedI/soctavespectrawith
measured data forthe lower wing microphones.Generally,predictionsare shown forallofthe noise
sourcesthat significantlycontributeto the OASPL at the given microphone position.The jetmixing
noisepredictionisonly shown formicrophones 13,15,and 17.The Lockheed computer program would
notprovidejetmixing noisepredictionsforthe microphonesclosertothe engine.The predictionshown
arefora high enginepower condition,N1c = 4321 r/min,at an airplaneMach of0.8,and an altitudeof
40,000 ft.Generally,the measured data are shown fora range of enginepower conditionsbelow and
slightlyabove thatforthe predictions.Each figurealsoshows the geometricanglesofthe microphone
relativetothe centerofthe primary nozzle,fan nozzle,and inletrespectively(seefigureson table4-1).
Also,the calculatedradiationanglesfornoisesourceslocatedat theselocationsare shown. The radia-
tionangle differsfrom the geometricangle because ofthe airplanemotion.The radiationanglesfor
inletnoisesourcesare seen to be to the aft(_<90 deg)forallofthe microphone positions.For noise
sourceslocatedatthe primary nozzle(oraftofthe primary nozzle),the radiationanglesareallforward
(>_90 deg)exceptformicrophones 10 and 17.For noisesourceslocatedatthe fan nozzle,the radiation
angles vary from aR (Smin = 41 deg) to forward (0ma x = 157 deg).
The most strikingfeatureofthe predictedspectraarethe high levelsforthe fanjetshock broadband
noisecomponent. At the high engine power conditionforwhich the predictionwas made, the fan jet
Mach number is1.26.The correspondingprimary jetMach number is1.15.The relativevaluesofthe
fanjetand primary jetshock broadband noisevary with microphone positionbut the fan shock noiseis
always dominant. Microphone 13 (fig.4-125)isthe onlylocationforwhich the measured data was near
to the levelofthe predictedshock broadband noise.However, itisbelievedthatthisdata iscontami-
nated becauseofthe presenceofcirruscloudsduringmeasurement. As statedinvolume I,itisnotclear
how the cirruscloudscontaminate the microphone signal,although itisbelievedthat eitherimpact
noisefrom the icecrystalsor increasedboundary layerturbulencemay be involved.Generally,the
shock broadband noisepredictionshows a more distinctspectrum peak than seeninthe measured data.
The predictedpeak usuallyoccursatfrequencieshigherthan 1 KHz, which was alsothe caseforthe
measured data.
The Lockheed procedurepredictedjetmixing noise(shown onlyformicrophones 13,15,and 17 in
Figures4-125,4-126,and 4-130)would peak in the frequencyrange of400 Hz. Except forthe data
contaminatedby cirrusclouds,the predictedjetnoiseis5 to 10 dB higherthan the measured data in
thisfrequencyrange (seefig.4-130formicrophone 17 inparticular).
The turbomachinery noisepredictionsare bestevaluatedwith narrow band data.However, some
observationsfrom the 1/3octaveplotsare possible.The predictedinletnoisespectrum shape appearsto
be combinationtonenoisedominated forthe high enginepower caseshown. Also,the peak levelsofthe
predictedinletnoiseare near to or greaterthan the measured data at the inletnoisepredictedpeak
frequencyformicrophones2,4,6,and 15.Combination tonenoisewas notobservedinthe narrow band
spectraofthe measured data.The predictionofcombinationtone noiseisthereforehigh.The turbine
noiseismost clearlyseen in the measured data at microphone 10 (fig.4-129).At MAp -'-0.8,the radia-
tionangletomicrophone 10 forsourcesattheprimary nozzleis66 deg from the aftengineaxis.As seen
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in Figure4-129,the predictedturbinecomponentpeak1/3 octave level for MFan = 1.26 is about 3 dB
below the measured peak for MFan = 1.24. This is considered good agreement since contribution from
other noise sources such as shock broadband noise would bring the total predicted level in the turbine
frequency range up if these sources were added to the turbine component. Referring to Figure 4-131, it
is seen that the prediction for turbine noise shows very little drop off as engine power is reduced. The
plot in Figure 4-131 compares measured 1/3 octave SPLs from the 1/3 octave in which the 5th stage
turbine tone is located versus predicted turbine component peak 1/3 octave levels. As for the predicted
turbine OASPL in Figure 4-118, the turbine tone 1/3 octave SPL shows a small change over the entire
engine power range. The measured data on the other hand shows a strong power setting dependence. At
the lowest power conditions for which data was measured, the measurements are approximately 10 dB
below the predictions. The slow variation of the predicted turbine noise with engine power setting
appearing in Figure 4-118 to correspond well with the measured data is therefore misleading.
Figures 4-132 and 4-133 are comparisons of Lockheed procedure predictions with measured 1/3 octave
spectra for an airplane Mach number of 0.6 at microphone 17. Microphone 17 is shown because the
Lockheed procedure gave jet noise predictions for this microphone position. For MFa n = 1.15, shown in
Figure 4-132, the predicted jet mixing noise and fan jet shock noise overpredict the measured data by
more than 10 dB. For MF_ ffi 0.81, shown in Figure 4-133, the turbine tone noise prediction is at least 4
dB high. The jet noise prediction peak is within 3 dB of the measured data for this MFan, but it is not
clear that jet noise actually contributes significantly to the measured data. As discussed previously, if
jet noise were an important contributor at the subsonic MF_S, reducing the airplane Mach number from
MAp = 0.8 to MAp = 0.6 at constant MFan would result in a noise increase. Since this was not observed, it
was concluded that jet noise was not significant. The source of the measured low to midfrequency
broadband noise that dominates the 1/3 octave spectra for MF_ = 0.76 and MFan = 0.86 in Figure 4-133 is
not known. Since the levels are relatively low (= 100 dB), it is quite possible that we are no longer
observing engine noise at all. Airflow generated noise sources such as boundary layer turbulence pres-
sure fluctuations, turbulence on the transducer, or some other undetermined source may be dominating.
One-thirdoctavespectrum predictionsforjetmixing and jetshock noiseusingthe Butzelprocedure
and forjetmixing noiseusingthe Lu procedureare shown in Figures4-134to4-137.Compared tothe
Lockheed procedure,the Butzelshock noisespectrapeak at much lowerfrequencies.At microphone 17,
the Butzelprocedurejetnoisepredictionspeak at significantlyhigherfrequenciesthan the Lu or the
Lockheed predictions.The Lu procedurejetpredictionsare seento be wellbelow the measured data.
Both procedurespredictjetnoisetoincreasegoingfrom MAp = 0.8toMAp = 0.6,aswas the caseforthe
Lockheed procedure.
4.2.4.3 Fan Tones
The narrow band spectra shown in Figures 4-10 to 4-17 and Figures 4-30 to 4-37 show the presence of
fan tone harmonics. This data was used to compare measured fan tone levels with the Lockheed proce-
dure predictions. Comparison plots for microphones 8, 10, and 17 are shown in Figures 4-138 to 4-140.
The prediction curves were obtained from the 1/3 octave band aft fan component predictions. The broad-
band noise SPL was estimated from the 1/3 octave prediction and logarithmically subtracted from the
predicted SPL of the 1/3 octave containing the tone. Comparisons are shown for the fan fundamental and
the fan second harmonic. It is seen that the fan blade passing frequency tone is underpredicted at all
three microphones with the disagreement increasing as engine power is decreased. The predictions for
the second harmonic however appear quite good for microphones 10 and 17. Some significant disagree-
ment is seen for low engine power at microphone 8. The fan tone prediction includes a prediction of the
attenuation effect of the acoustic lining in the fan duct. No effort to evaluate the hardwall prediction




Conclusions From Prediction Comparisons
Use of convective amplification in the Lockheed predictions resulted in large overpredictions for
the leading edge microphones in particular.
Broadband shock noise is predicted to be the dominant noise source at all microphones for the
supersonic fan exhaust Mach number engine conditions. Lockheed broadband shock noise pre-
dicted data trends such as OASPL curve shape dependence on MF_ and relative insensitivity to
airplane Mach number (when convective amplification is not applied) showed agreement with
measured data. However, predicted levels were of the order of 10 dB high.
Lockheed and Butzel jet mixing noise predictions are probably high. At subsonic MFan conditions
both procedures predict a substantial noise increase going from MAp = 0.6 to MAp = 0.8 because of
the relative velocity dependence of jet mixing noise. The measured data on the other hand showed a
decrease in noise or no change when the airplane speed was reduced. It is therefore concluded that
jet mixing noise was not an important noise source in the 757 data.
Turbomachinery noisegenerallywas not wellpredictedby the Lockheed program. No attemptwas





Table 4-1. Microphone Coordinates
Microphone Number
2 4 6 8 10 13 17 15
X distance -2.4 11.0 3.7 8.2 15.0 5.9 18.4 15.9
from fan exit plane, ft
X distance -8.6 4.8 -2.5 2.0 8.8 -0.4 12.2 9.7
from primary exit plane, ft
X distance 8.7 22.1 14.8 19.3 26.1 16.9 29.5 27.0
from inlet plane, ft
SL = (y2 + Z2)112, ft 7.8 6.6 6.0 6.5 6.5 10.2 15.3 26.3
t_primary nozzle, deg 138 54 113 73 37 92 51 70
8 fan nozzle, deg 107 31 58 38 23 60 40 59
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M--Measured narrow band data
level for turbine tone.
If < sign, then tone not
above broadband data
L--Lockheed procedure 113octave
turbine prediction. (At most
3 dB above tone level)



































L--Lockheed shock broadband prediction
( ) No convective amplification




























Figure 4-98. Measured vs. Predicted Shock Noise Summary
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MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 60.4 dB
------ MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 60.3 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
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MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 51.5 dB
------ MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 54.1 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
p m Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J _ Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-100. Microphone 2 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without



















































J_J Jet mixing MAp = 0.80
J .... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
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-- MAp = 0.80
------ MAp = 0.60
TBLN = 63.1 dB





F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated ran
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
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MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 56.0 dB
MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 55.2 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-103. Microphone 6 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without














































































------ MAp = 0.60
S--Jet shock broadband
J--Jet mixing
d_d Jet mixing MAp = 0.80
J ..... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
Figure 4-104. Microphone 6 Measured OASPL's vs. Boeing Butzel and Lu Procedure Predictions


































































MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 631 dB
------ MAp = 060 TBLN = 604 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (only predicted for MAp = 0.80)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
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-- MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 55.8 dB
------MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 57.9 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-106. Microphone 13 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without



















































Not | MAp = 0.80
predicted I ------ MAP = 0.60
























J_J Jet mixing MAp = 0.80
J .... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
Figure 4-107. Microphone 13 Measured OASPL's vs. Boeing Butzel and Lu Procedure













































































TBLN = 63.3 dB





F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-108. Microphone 15 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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------ MAp = 0.60
TBLN = 57.6 dB
TBLN = 57.3 dB




F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-109. Microphone 15 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without































































------ MAp = 0.60
S--Jet shock broadband
J--Jet mixing
J--J Jet mixing MAp = 0.80
J .... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
Figure 4-110. Microphone 15 Measured OASPL's vs. Boeing Butzel and Lu Procedure
































































-- MAp = 0.80
------ MAp = 0.60
TBLN = 75.3 dB





F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer





























































------ MAp = 0.60
TBLN = 76.8 dB
TBLN = 67.8 dB




F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated ran
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-112. Microphone 4 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without
















































































J _J Jet mixing MAp --- 0.80
J .... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
Figure 4-113. Microphone 4 Measured OASPL's vs. Boeing Butzel and Lu Procedure Predictions
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I MAp -- 0.80 TBLN = 82.7 dB
MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 81.5 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer










































































MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 74.5 dB
------ MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 76.5 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-115. Microphone 8 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without


















































































------ MAp = 0.60
S--Jet shock broadband
J--Jet mixing
J_J Jet mixing MAp = 0.80
J ..... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
Figure 4-116. Microphone 8 Measured OASPL's vs. Boeing Butzel and Lu Procedure Predictions
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MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 78.9 dB
MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 71.3 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer

































































































MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 82.4 dB
------ MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 72.5 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing (not predicted)
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
4-118. Microphone 10 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without
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------ MAp = 0.60
S--Jet shock broadband
J--Jet mixing
J_J Jet mixing MAp = 0.80
J ..... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
Figure 4-119. Microphone 10 Measured OASPL's vs. Boeing Butzel and Lu Procedure
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MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 81.6 dB
------ MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 73.4 dB
F -- Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
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MAp = 0.80 TBLN = 85.4 dB
------ MAp = 0.60 TBLN = 75.3 dB
F m Fan jet shock broadband
P -- Primary jet shock broadband
T -- Turbine
A -- Aft radiated fan
I -- Inlet radiated fan
J -- Jet mixing
TEN -- Trailing edge
TBLN -- Turbulent boundary layer
Figure 4-121. Microphone 17 Measured OASPL's vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions Without
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J _J Jet mixing MAp = 0.80
J .... J Jet mixing MAp = 0.60
Figure 4-122. Microphone 17 Measured OASPL's vs. Boeing Butzel and Lu Procedure




















































20 24 28 32 36 40
Band
1O0 1,000 10,000
• 1 I I
Frequency- Hz
Lockheed Procedure Predictions--
No Convective and Dynamic
Amplification Corrections
F--Fan jet shock broadband





757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFA N Nut
239 O o 0.80 1.12 3557
210 n c 0.80 1.14 3661
225 _ o 0.80 1.18 3793
211 <_ c 0.80 1.19 3850
241 A c 0.80 1.23 4034
224 I_ c 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [7 c 0.80 1.28 4340
201 • o 0.80 1.06 3227
o -- Bleed valve open
c -- Bleed valve closed
Figure 4-123. Microphone 2 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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F--Fan jet shock broadband







757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFAN N=C
239 O O 0.80 1.12 3557
210 [] c 0.80 1.14 3661
225 _ O 0.80 1.18 3793
211 _ c 0.80 1.19 3850
241 _, c 0.80 1.23 4034
224 I_ c 0.80 1.24 4102
228 17 c 0.80 1.28 4340
201 • o 0.80 1.06 3227
Figure 4-124. Microphone 6 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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F--Fan jet shock broadband





757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFA N Nmc
239 O o 0.80 1.12 3557
210 I-I c 0.80 1.14 3661
225 <_ o 0.80 1.18 3793
211 _ c 0.80 1.19 3850
241 _ c 0.80 1.23 4034
224 I_ c 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [7' c 0.80 1.28 4340
201 • o 0.80 1.06 3227
c._
cJ1
Figure 4-125. Microphone 13 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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F--Fan jet shock broadband





757 Measured Data ]
Cond. MAp MFAN NiC
239 O O 0.80 1.12 3557
210 I-1 c 0.80 1.14 3661
225 _ O 0.80 1.18 3793
211 <_ C 0.80 1.19 3850
241 A c 0.80 1.23 4034
224 _ C 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [7 c 0.80 1.28 4340
201 • O 0.80 1.06 3227
Figure 4-126. Microphone 15 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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F--Fan jet shock broadband





Cond. MAp _ Nic
239 O o 0.80 1.12 3557
210 1"3 c 0.80 1.14 3661
225 <_ o 0.80 1.18 3793
211 _ c 0.80 1.19 3850
241 A c 0.80 1.23 4034
224 [2 c 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [7 c 0.80 1.28 4340
201 • o 0.80 1.06 3227
--3
Figure 4-127. Microphone 4 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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F--Fan jet shock broadband




757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFAN NIc
239 O o 0.80 1.12 3557
210 I-I c 0.80 1.14 3661
225 _ o 0.80 1.18 3793
211 <_ c 0.80 1.19 3850
241 A c 0.80 1.23 4034
224 [2 c 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [7 c 0.80 1.28 4340
201 • o 0.80 1.06 3227
Figure 4-128. Microphone 8 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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F--Fan jet shock broadband




757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFAN Nic
239 O O 0,80 1.12 3557
210 FI C 0.80 1.14 3661
225 _ O 0.80 1.18 3793
211 _ C 0.80 1.19 3850
241 A C 0.80 1.23 4034
224 _ C 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [77 C 0.80 1.28 4340
201 • o 0.80 1.06 3227
Figure 4-129. Microphone 10 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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F--Fan jet shock broadband






[ 757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFA N N_
224 O 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [] 0.80 1.28 4340
Figure 4-130. Microphone 17 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions

































® 0.62 - 0.64
x 0.70- 0.71
+ 0.75 - 0.76
O 0.78 - 0.80
• 0.81 - 0.83
Note: Turbine tone near 1/3 octave band edge. High SPL level is log sum of two
1/3 octave bands that are affected by turbine tone. Low SPL is SPL of band
in which tone is calculated to fall. True tone level is between these levels
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No Convective and Dynamic
Amplification Corrections
MAp = 0.60
MFA N = 1.15
N_c = 4660
Total
F--Fan jet shock broadband






757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFA N N_
221 O 0.63 0.76 2315
220 I-'1 0.62 0.86 2928
219 _ 0.64 1.19 4493
Figure 4-132. Microphone 17 Measured 1/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions





























Lockheed Procedure Predictions-- I









-\ 221 O 0.63 0.76 2315
j_ 220 I-I 0.62 0.86 2928
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Figure 4-133. Microphone 17 Measured I/3 Octave Spectra vs. Lockheed Procedure Predictions
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757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFAN NIC
239 0 0.80 1.12 3557
210 I-! 0.80 1.14 3661
225 _ 0.80 1.18 3793
211 _ 0.80 1.19 3850
241 _ 0.80 1.23 4034
224 I_ 0.80 1.24 4102
223 17 0.80 1.28 4340
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I Butzel Procedure Predictions I
J--Jet mixing
S--Jet shock broadband
Lu Procedure Predictions i
L--Jet mixing
MAp = 0.60
MFA N : 1.15
i 757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFAN NIc
221 O 0.63 0.76 2315
220 I"1 0.62 0.86 2928
219 <_ 0.64 1.19 4493
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757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFAN N_-
239 O 0.80 1.12 3557
210 [3 0.80 1.14 3661
225 _ 0.80 1.18 3793
211 _ 0.80 1.19 3850
241 _, 0.80 1.23 4034
224 EP 0.80 1.24 4102
223 [;7 0.80 1.28 4340










































757 Measured Data I
Cond. MAp MFAN Nic
221 O 0.63 0.76 2315
220 17 0.62 0.86 2928
219 <_ 0.64 1.19 4493












• Lockheed Procedure Predictions
_ '= MAp = 0.80
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/ =111"_'-MAp = 0.60
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Figure 4-140. Comparison of Measured Fan Tone Data With Lockheed Procedure
Predictions--Microphone 17
170
5.0 BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY ANALYSIS
The major aerodynamics task in the extended engineering analysis of the 757 NLF glove flight data
was the boundary layer stability analysis at 21 different flight conditions. The objective of this stability
analysis was to compute crossflow (C-F) and Tollmien-Schlichting (T-S) disturbance amplification factors
(N-factors) at transition. These results add to the data base from which the boundary layer stability
methods are calibrated to allow estimation of the location of transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
The flight data used for this analysis consisted of the pressure data, hot film data, and flight conditions.
5.1 CORRECTION TO MEASURED FLIGHT PRESSURE DATA
Static pressure belts (strip-a-tube) were used to acquire pressure data at both the inboard and out-
board glove locations. Separate strip-a-tubes were installed on the glove's upper and lower surface, as
discussed in detail in Section 6.2.1 of Volume I. Because the strip-a-tube was not wrapped continuously
from the upper surface around to the lower surface (to avoid tripping the attachment line flow), its
presence produced a change in the airfoil contour at the forward end of the strip-a-tube that affected the
measured pressures, primarily at the first two pressure ports. An attempt was made to correct the
pressure data at these two ports for this strip-a-tube interference effect prior to using it in the stability
analysis. The approach is described below.
At the inboard glove pressure measurement station, for which data was taken on Flights 1 and 2, the
results of a wind tunnel test conducted specifically to determine the strip-a-tube interference effect were
used to correct the measured flight data at Ports 1 and 2. These wind tunnel results were discussed
previously in Section 6.2 of Volume II, and are shown in Figure 5-1. The key part of this approach was to
compute the local Mach number on the glove at the location of Port 1 and Port 2 and use the wind-
tunnel-derived pressure correction for the closest available Mach number.
The wind tunnel test referred to above was performed after the completion of theflight test. During
the flight test, another step was taken to determine the magnitude of the strip-a-tube correction. For
Flight 4 pressures were measured only at the outboard glove station. On the glove upper surface, the
most forward part of the strip-a-tube (3-tube width, as shown in Figure 6-3 in Volume I) was recessed
into the surface so that it was essentially flush. The expectation was that this would result in a pressure
measurement very close to that which exists on the undisturbed glove surface for Port 1, at the expense
of a possible increased effect at the Port 2 location. By comparing the pressure measurements for Flights
4 and 3 at the same flight condition, the effect of recessing the strip-a-tube can be seen. The measured
results are shown in Figure 5-2. For a given condition, the most accurate measured pressures would
consist of the Port 1 pressure from Flight 4 and the Port 2 pressure from Flight 3. Aft of Port 2, the
pressures from both flights are essentially the same. This is the approach that was used t_ obtain the
outboard corrected pressure data used in the stability analysis. At those conditions for which there was
no good pressure data from Flight 3 (as discussed in Section 6.2 of Volume II), Flight 4 data was used for
all of the ports without any corrections. Table 5-1 summarizes all of the strip-a-tube corrections made.
5.2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS
For each flight condition for which a boundary layer stability analysis was performed, it was neces-
sary to estimate the isobar pattern on the glove from the measured pressure data. Using results ob-
tained from the Boeing transonic analysis code, A488G, as a guide, isobars were faired between the
measured pressures at the inboard and outboard glove locations. Figure 5-3 shows a sample plot of the
faired isobars as well as the A488G isobars used for guidance.
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The next step was to use the isobar plot to determine the pressure distribution at the chosen analysis
station. In most cases WBL 308.5 was chosen, since the greatest extent of laminar flow usually was
achieved at that location. However, WBL 325 was used in some cases. These data along with the
corresponding flight conditions, were then used as input to a Boeing laminar boundary layer code
(A552), which computes compressible boundary layer parameters on infinite swept wings. The isobar
Sweep at the chosen spanwise analysis station was used to determine the sweep angle input to A552. In
most cases, there was a region of fairly low isobar sweep ahead of 10% chord, with higher isobar sweep
aft of that location. To account for this effect, two separate A552 analyses were made. The first used the
average sweep angle for the low sweep region and extended only to the end of that region. The second
used the average sweep angle for the high sweep region and extended from the leading edge to the end
of the glove. Boundary layer data from the two solutions were then patched together using the low
sweep results in the forward region and the high sweep results in the aft region. The primary outputs
from A552 are the boundary layer velocity profiles parallel and perpendicular to the local potential flow
streamline and the boundary layer temperature profile.
The A552 output data served as input to the stability analysis program, which is a modified version
of a code developed by L. M. Mack (ref. 11). This program solves the boundary layer stability equations
for three dimensional, linearized, parallel flow, assuming a perfect gas. It can calculate either the
temporal or spatial stability. In the present study, spatial stability was chosen.
For each chosen flight condition the T-S and C-F instabilities were analyzed. T-S disturbances were
followed downstream keeping wave angle and frequency fixed, with the wave angle corresponding
closely to that which results in the highest N-factor envelope at transition. To define the envelope, a
range of frequencies was analyzed for each case. The C-F disturbances were followed downstream keep-
ing the frequency fixed at zero and letting the wave angle vary in accordance with the irrotationality
condition, as proposed by Mack (ref. 12). This results in a constant spanwise component of the wave
number (constant at_*) as the disturbance propagates downstream. The crossflow disturbance envelope
. P ....is defined by analyzing a series of disturbances having a range of spanwlse wave number components.
Zero frequency was chosen because, for swept wings, frequencies near zero typically give rise to the
highest amplitude ratio crossflow disturbances when the irrotationality condition is followed (ref. 12).
The final results of the stability analysis consisted of boundary layer disturbance growth curves, as
defined by the amplification factor (N-factor), which is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the distur-
bance amplitude, A, at any point to its amplitude, A o, at the neutral stability point (fig. 5-4 shows an
example).
To seethe interactionbetween theC-F and T-Sinstabilities,a trajectorycurvewas plottedon the NTS
versusNCF plane.This resultwas then superimposed on the transitiondata band, previouslyestab-
lishedby testresultsfrom a NLF glove on an F-111 aircraft(ref.3),as shown in Figure 5-5.The
resultingdata point at the middle of the transitionuncertaintyband is the primary resultof the
analysis,and can be added tothe F-111 transitiondatabase,resultingin a refinementofthe method
calibration.The transitionuncertaintyband fora given caseusuallyisdefinedby the locationofthe
lastlaminar hot filmand the locationofthe firsturbulenthotfilm.However, forthosecaseswhere one
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Figure 5-1. Effect of Strip-a-Tube Fairing on Static Pressures
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Table 5-1. Strip-a-Tube Corrections
Inboard station Outboard station
Case (WBL 296) (WBL 353)
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Figure 5-5. NTSvs. NCF Trajectory Curve--Sample Case
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5.3 RESULTS
From the accumulated flighttestdata, 21 cases were chosen forthe present study.Each ofthese cases
was subjected to a thorough stabilityanalysis. In the following section,a case-by-case discussion is
presented, along with summary plotsof the results.The CpN versus s/cplotsfor each case correspond to
the pressure coefficientsbased on the velocity normal to the lower of the two sweep angles analyzed.
The Appendix contains tabulations of the pressure distributionsfor each case at both ofthe analyzed
sweep angles.
Case i:
This case was for the upper surface at W'BL 308.5. The isobar sweeps fellinto three regions: an
average of 22 deg sweep from the leading edge to 7% chord, an average of 32 deg between 8% and 17%
chord, and an average of 28 deg from 18% to 30% chord. The flightconditions were near those of the
glove design condition.Laminar flow extended to about 29% chord (s/c),with an NTS of 0.8 and NCF of
12.4.Figure 5-6 summarizes the input data and resultsfor this case.
Case 2:
This case was forthe lower surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis sweep angles were set to 22 deg from
the leading edge to 7% chord and 32 deg from 8% to 25% chord. The flightconditions were identicalto
those ofCase 1.The transition occurred at about 18% chord (s/c)with an NTS of 2.7 and NCF of 12.1.
Figure 5-7 summarizes this case.
Case 3:
This case issummarized in Figure 5-8.Itwas a high Mach, intermediate CL case for the upper surface
at WBL 308.5.The analysis sweep angles were set to 20 deg from leading edge to 10% chord and 30 deg
from 11% to 30% chord. Transition occurred at about 30% chord (s/c)with an NTS of 1.5 and NCF
of 14.6.
Case 4:
This case was for the upper surface at WBL 308.5.The analysis sweep angles were set to 16.50 deg
from leading edge to 9% chord and 27.5 deg from 10% to 30% chord. The flightconditions were cruise
Mach, low altitude,low C L,and high positivesideslip.Transition occurred at about 25% chord (s/c)with
an NTS of 1.8 and NCF of 12.1.Figure 5-9 summarizes this case.
Case 5:
This case was for the lower surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis sweep angles were set to 14.5 deg
from leading edge to 10% chord and 38.5 deg from 11% to 25% chord. The flightconditionswere identi-
cal to those of Case 4. Transition occurred at about 20% chord (s/c)with an NTS of 3.5 and NCF of 6.7.
Figure 5-10 summarizes this case.
Case 6:
This case was for the lower surface at WBL 325. The analysis sweep angles were set to 21.6 deg from
leading edge to 7% chord and 37.6 deg from 8% to 25% chord. The flightMach number was about 0.7,
and the C L was 0.647.Transition occurred at about 16% chord (s/c)with an NTS of 0.7 and NCF of 13.9.
Figure 5-11 summarizes this case.
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Case 7:
This was a low Mach, high positive sideslip case for the lower surface at WBL 325. The analysis
sweep angles were set to 16 deg from leading edge to 9% chord and 20 deg from 10% to 30% chord.
Transition occurred at about 26% chord (s/c) with zero NTS and NCF of 12.2. Figure 5-12 summarizes
this case.
Case 8:
This casewas forthe lower surfaceatWBL 325.In the analysis,a singlesweep angle of25 deg was
used forthe entireglove.Thiswas an intermediateMach number case(M = .75).Transitionoccurredat
about 20% chord (s/c)with an NTS of3.0and NCF of 17.8.Figure5-13summarizes thiscase.
Case 9:
This casewas forthe upper surfaceat W'BL 308.5.The analysissweep angleswere setto19.8deg
from the leadingedge to 7% chord and 42.8 deg from 8% to 25% chord.The flightconditionswere
identicaltothoseofCase 8.Transitionoccurredatabout 19% chord(s/c)with an NTS of3.2and NCF of
4.6.Figure5-14summarizes thiscase.
Case I0:
This was a cruise Mach, intermediate C L case for the upper surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis sweep
angles were set to 19.4 deg from leading edge to 9% chord and 32.4 deg from 10% to 30% chord.
Transition occurred at about 24% chord (s/c) with an NTS of 0.1 and NCF of 14.2. Figure 5-15 summa-
rizes this case.
Case 11:
This was another cruise Mach, intermediate C L case for the upper surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis
sweep angles were set to 19.9 deg from leading edge to 7% chord and 32.9 deg from 8% to 30% chord.
Transition occurred at about 28% chord (s/c) with an NTS of 0.9 and NCF of 17.8. Figure 5-16 summa-
rizes this case.
Case 12:
This was a high Mach, intermediate C L case for the upper surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis sweep
angles were set to 21.9 deg from leading edge to 8% chord and 27.9 deg from 9% to 30% chord. Transi-
tion occurred at about 29% chord (s/c) with an NTS of 0.9 and NCF of 17.9. Figure 5-17 summarizes this
case.
Case 13:
Thiswas a designflightconditioncasewith highpositivesideslipfortheupper surfaceatWBL 308.5.
The analysissweep angleswere setto 16 deg from leadingedge to5% chordand 30 deg from 6% to30%
chord.Transitionoccurredat about 26% chord(s/c)with zeroNTS and NCF of7.1.Figure5-18summa-
rizesthiscase.
Case 14:
This casewas forthe lowersurfaceatWBL 308.5.The analysissweep angleswere setto20 deg from
leadingedgeto8% chordand 27.5deg from 9% to30% chord.Flightconditionswere identicaltothoseof




This was a design flightcondition case with high negative sideslipfor the upper surface at WBL
308.5.The analysis sweep angles were set to 20.1 deg from leading edge to 8% chord and 38.1 deg from
9% to 30% chord. Transition occurred at about 29% chord (s/c)with an NTS of 1.1 and NCF of 14.3.
Figure 5-20 summarizes this case.
Case 16:
This case was forthe lower surfaceat WBL 325. The analysis sweep angles were set to 31.1 deg from
leading edge to 8% chord and 41.6 deg from 9% to 25% chord.Flight conditions were identicaltothose of
Case 15. Transition occurred at about 16% chord (s/c)with an NTS of3.1 and NCF of 12.8.Figure 5-21
summarizes this case.
Case 17:
This was a cruiseMach, intermediate C L case for the upper surfaceat WBL 308.5,similarto Case 10.
The analysis sweep angles were set to 18.4 deg from leading edge to 8% chord and 30.9 deg from 9% to
30% chord. Transition occurred atabout 29% chord (s/c)with an NTS of 1.5 and NCF of13.7.Figure 5-22
summarizes this case.
Case 18:
This case was for the lower surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis sweep angles were set to 22.9 deg
from leading edge to 9% chord and 35.9 deg from 10% to 30% chord. Flight conditions were identicalto
those ofCase 17. Transition occurred at about 21% chord (s/c)with an NTS of3.9 and NCF of9.9.Figure
5-23 summarizes this case.
Case 19:
This was a cruise Mach, intermediate C L case for the upper surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis sweep
angles were set to 17.8 deg from leading edge to 9% chord and 32.3 deg from 10% to 30% chord.
Transition occurred at about'28% chord (s/c) with an NTS of 0.5 and NCF of 13.4. Figure 5-24 summa-
rizes this case.
Case 20:
This case was for the lower surface at WBL 308.5. The analysis sweep angles were set to 23.8 deg
from leading edge to 8% chord and 28.8 deg from 9% to 25% chord. Flight conditions were identicalto
those of Case 19. Transition occurred at about 21% chord (s/c)with an NTS of 3.3 and NCF of 13.6.
Figure 5-25 summarizes this case.
Case 21:
This case was for the lower surface at WBL 325. The analysis sweep angles were set to 14.2 deg from
leading edge to9% chord and 21.7 deg from 10% to 30% chord.Flight conditions were low Mach number,
low altitude,and high sideslip.Transition occurred at about 26% chord (s/c)with an NTS of2.1 an_iNCF
of 7.2.Figure 5-26 summarizes this case.
The resultsforall21 cases are summarized in Table 5-2.In Figure 5-27 the N-factorsat transitionare
shown for each case,together with the F-111 transition N-factor data band. The bands shown for each
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Figure 5-16. 757 NLF Glove: Case 11
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• Upper surface; WBL 308.5
• Flight 2, cond. 227 (inbd Cp)
• Flight 3, cond. 20 (outbd Cp)
• M= = 0.797, alt = 40,449 ft
• Re c = 25.27 x 106
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• Lower surface; WBL 325
• Flight 2, cond. 227 (inbd Cp)
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• Upper surface; WBL 308.5
• Flight 2, cond. 239 (inbd Cp)
• Flight 3, cond. 37 (outbd Cp)
• M= = 0.802, alt = 37,999 ft
• Re c = 28.70 x 106
• C L = 0.460
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Figure 5-22. 757 NLF G/ove: Case 17
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• Lower surface; WBL 308.5
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• Upper surface; WBL 308.5
• Flight 2, cond. 211 (inbd Cp)
• Flight 3, cond. 26 (outbd Cp)
• M® = 0.804, alt = 37,994 ft
• Re c = 28.76 x 10s
• C L = 0.498
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• Lower surface; WBL 308.5
• Flight 2, cond. 211 (inbd Cp)
• Flight 3, cond. 26 (outbd Cp)
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• Lower surface; WBL 325
• Flight 2, estimated (inbd Cp)
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Figure 5-26. 757 NLF Glove: Case 21



































































Altitude /_ eB Transition
(ft) CL (deg) (deg) N1E2 SIC
40,483 0.537 + 0.4 2.94 3934 0.29
40,483 0.537 + 0.4 2.94 3934 0.18
40,968 0.488 0 2.45 3930 0.30
30,080 0.359 +3.5 1.82 3114 0.25
30,080 0.359 +3.5 1.82 3114 0.20
39,009 0.647 +0.4 4.59 3618 0.16
39,042 0.644 +7.0 5.30 3412 0.26
38,994 0.569 +0.2 3.59 3638 0.20
38,994 0.569 + 0.2 3.59 3638 0.19
36,000 0.450 +0.1 2.31 3333 0.24
36,998 0.480 -0.1 2.61 3380 0.28
38,986 0.478 +0.1 2.40 3972 0.29
40,426 0.545 +4.0 3.54 3587 0.26
40,426 0.545 +4.0 3.54 3587 0.24
40,449 0.537 -4.1 3.58 3615 0.29
40,449 0.537 -4.1 3.58 3615 0.16
37,999 0.460 +0.1 2.41 3271 0.29
37,999 0.460 +0.1 2.41 3271 0.21
37,994 0.498 +0.2 2.67 3538 0.28
37,994 0.498 +0.2 2.67 3538 0.21




























































































$.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REVISED TRANSITION DATA BAND
One ofthe primary objectivesinanalyzingthe boundary layerstabilityofthe 757 NLF glovewas to
provideadditionaldatapointsforthe NTS versusNCF transitiondataband.The otherobjectivewas to
determinethe relativeimportanceofT-Sand C-F disturbancesfora number offlightconditionstoaidin
the interpretationofthe effectsofnoiseon transition.For the latterpurpose,knowing the exactNTS
and NCF valuesisnot asimportantasforthe firstobjective.Because ofthis,some ofthe resultsmay be
acceptableonlyfor use in interpretingnoiseeffectsand not in defininga new transitiondata band,
because of higher uncertaintyin the pressuresor isobars.All caseshave some uncertaintyin the
calculatedN-factors.However, threecaseshave more uncertaintythan theothers.These threecasesare
7,13,and 15.
Case 7 had much more sideslip than any of the other cases analyzed. As explained in Section 5.2,
program A488G was used to guide the fairing of the isobars between the measured pressures at the
inboard and outboard glove location. However, A488G cannot be run with sideslip. Therefore, the higher
the sideslip, the less useful are the A488G isobars as a guide. Therefore, Case 7 must be considered
among the more uncertain of the cases analyzed.
Cases 13 and 15 are both based on outboard glove pressure data from Flight 4 at a high lift coeffi-
cient. Since the strip-a-tube was recessed back to a point between the Port 1 and Port 2 locations for
Flight 4, the Port 1 pressure should be very good, since it was flush with the surface. However, the Port
2 pressures will show an increased strip-a-tube interference effect relative to the unrecessed configura-
tion because the region of locally high curvature has been moved back closer to Port 2. The magnitude of
this effect at low lift coefficients was shown previously in Figure 5-2. However, because of the pressure
measurement problems during Flight 3 (as discussed in Section 6.2 of Volume H), no correction for this
effect can be made at the high lift coefficients. Therefore, for Cases 13 and 15, it was necessary to use
the Port 2 data from Flight 4 without any correction for the strip-a-tube interference effect. Therefore,
Cases 13 and 15 must be considered to have more uncertainty than the other cases.
In defininga new transitiondataband,Cases 7,13,and 15 have notbeen used.The band was defined
by using the midpointsofthe bands shown foreach individualcaseinFigure 5-27,togetherwith the
previouslycalculatedF-111 NLF glovedatapoints.The resultingnew transitiondataband isshown in
Figure5-28.One pointwas not includedinthe band simplybecauseitfallsoutsideofthe regionwhere
the bulk ofthe pointsare.Neglectingthispointmay make the band slightlyconservative.
In Figures 5-29, 5-30, and 5-31, the trajectory in the NTS versus NCF diagram is shown for each case,
with the recommended transition data band. It can be seen that eight of the upper surface cases have
loops in their trajectories. These are Cases 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, and 19. No lower surface cases have
loops. The loops are caused by the flattening of the pressure distribution on the upper surface in the
vicinity of 5% to 10% chord. This flattening causes an immediate increase in T-S disturbance growth and
a slowing and eventual decay in C-F disturbance growth. When the pressure gradient begins to increase
again near 15% chord, the T-S disturbances are damped, and the C-F disturbances stop decaying and
slowly begin to grow. The end result is a loop in the N-factor trajectory. The loops remain below the
transition data band for Cases 3, 5, and 15. However, five of the cases have loops that go up into the
transition data band. Since the measured transition location for each of the five cases corresponds to a
point on the trajectory beyond the loop, these cases illustrate that the proper way to use the transition
data band is to assume--
1.There isa high probabilityoflaminar flowforN-factorcombinationsbelow the band.
2.There isa high probabilityofturbulentflowforN-factorcombinationsabove the band.
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Figure 5-31. Lower Surface N-Factor 7ajectories
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5.5 UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
Because ofthe limitednumber ofchordwiseand spanwisestationsatwhich pressureswere measured
on the glove,and because ofthe strip-a-tubeinterferenceffects,thereissome uncertaintyassociated
with thepressuredistributionsand isobarsused inthe stabilityanalysis.To assessthe magnitude ofthe
effectoftheseuncertaintieson the calculatedtransitionN-factors,additionalstabilityanalyseswere




The pressuredistributionsusedinthe originalstabilityanalysisforeachcasewere interpolatedat
the appropriatespanwise stationfrom the measured pressuresat WBL 296 and WBL 353 based
upon theestimatedisobars.This interpolationcombined with the limitednumber ofpressureports
atWBL 296 and WBL 353 resultedin some uncertaintyin the pressurefairing.Variationsin the
directionofboth higherand lower pressuresfrom the fairingused in the originalanalysiswere
analyzed.
. Isobar Sweep
The sweep angles used in the infinite yawed wing boundary layer were chosen to best represent
the isobars on the glove. Since the isobars on the glove do not have constant sweep angles, some
uncertainty is introduced in trying to identify the most representative sweep. It should also be
noted that the isobars used are not measured, but rather estimated ones based on pressure data
measured at the inboard and outboard ends of the glove together with A488 isobars.
. Strip-a-TubeEffects




Resultsfrom the transonicviscousanalysisprogram, A488G, were used to determine that the
variationinthe S/C locationofthe attachment linefrom X/C = 0 forthe conditionsofinterestwas
likelytobe lessthan 0.002.Therefore,a conservativechange of0.002inthe attachment lineS/C
locationforCase 8 was made toassessthe importanceofthisuncertainty.
Five differentpressuredistributionsand isobarvariationswere analyzed forCase 8, as shown in
Figure5-32.VariationI assumed an isobarsweep angleof30 deg from the leadingedge to30% chord,as
compared toa sweep angleof25 deg forthe originalanalysis.The effectwas toincreasethecrossflowN-
factor,NCF, by 3.0.Variation2 assumed an isobarsweep angle of20 deg,causinga drop of3.8in the
crossflowN-factor.The thirdmodificationconsideredan increaseinthe overallslopeofthe Cp distribu-
tion,by assuming an uncertaintyof + 0.04inthe Cp valueatthe givenchordwiselocations.Itshouldbe
notedthatthe transducerCp measurements axe accuratetowithinlessthan ±0.02.Thus the ± 0.04Cp
uncertaintyallowsalsoforuncertaintiesin the isobarfairingand isprobablya conservativevalue.The
resultshowed a decreaseof1.8intheTollmien-SchlichtingN.factor,NTS, and a smalldropof0.2inthe
NCF. The fourthvariation,consistedof decreasingthe slopeunder the same assumptions made for
variation3.Thistime,a slightincreaseof0.2was observedforbothNCF an NTS. Finally,variation5,
assumed a displacementtowardthe lowersurfaceof0.002inthe s/clocationoftheattachment line.The
effectwas a decreaseof0.4inbothNCF and NTS. The resultingestimatedmaximum uncertaintyforall
oftheseeffectstaken togetherisshown by the rectangleinFigure5-32.
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For Case 11, as shown in Figure 5-33, four alternative pressure distributions and isobar variations
were analyzed. Variation 1 considered an isobar sweep angle of 38 deg, as opposed to 32.9 deg, in the
region from s/c = 0.08 to s/c = 0.30. The results showed an increase of 0.9 in the crossflow N-factor. To
determine the effect of lower isobar sweeps, a 25 deg sweep angle was used in variation 2. The effect was
a drop of 3.2 in the NCF. The third modification consisted of increasing the slope of the Cp distribution
curve near the leading edge_ This region extended from s/c = 0.015 to s/c = 0.035, as shown in Figure 5-
33. The influence on the transition NCF was a drop of 1.0. Variation 4 neglected the effects of the strip-a-
tube correction and resulted in a decrease of 2.0 in NCF. All of the above analyses for Case 11 only
considered the crossflow N-factors and did not account for the Tollmien-Schlichting N-factors.
Although it is difficult to draw firm quantitative conclusions with respect to the uncertainty of the
transition N-factors calculated in this study, based on the above results the sensitivity of the N-factors to
the various uncertainty sources is approximately as follows:
o Fairing of Pressure Distribution
This source of uncertainty is less important than some of the others, with NCF probably not
affectedby more than + 1,and NTS by no more than + 1 to -2.
o Isobar Sweep
This isthe most important source ofuncertainty.An isobar sweep uncertainty of + 5 deg resultsin
an NCF uncertainty ofabout + 3.However, itisnot likelythat the actual isobar uncertainty isthis
large.
o Strip.a-Tube Effect
It is important that this effect be accounted for properly, as indicated by an NCF difference of 2
between the corrected and uncorrected pressures.
, Attachment Line Location
This isprobably not a significantsource ofuncertainty,sincethe maximum estimated variation in
the attachment line locationchanged both NTS and NCF by 0.4.
Since allofthese uncertainty sources are not likelyto be at a maximum in the same directionat the
same time, a reasonable conclusion concerning the approximate overalluncertainty ofthe resultsmight
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_ Figure 5-33. Uncertainty Analysis of Case 11
5.6 COMPARISON WITH USS STABILITY CODE
A new automated stability code known as the Unified Stability System (USS), being developed by
Boeing under contract to NASA, was used to analyze three of the cases discussed previously to compare
the results of this new approach (which was not available until the very late stages of the present study)
with those of the method used in the present study. The USS is a system of programs that combines
boundary layer calculation and stability calculation into a single run. It has a tapered wing boundary
layer code, as compared to the infinite yawed wing boundary layer program used in the main part of the
present study. A matrix of amplification rates for a range of wave angles and frequencies is computed
and saved at each station in the downstream march. This matrix is then used to compute integrated N-
factors based on the user-specified disturbance-following approach, of which there are a number of
options available. Two of those disturbance-following approaches were used in the throe cases to which
it was applied in the current study. The first approach was identical to the standard one used on all 21
cases in the present study and will be called the standard Boeing approach. The second approach, which
will be called the maximum envelope method, follows disturbances downstream keeping frequency fixed
but letting wave angle vary to maximize the amplification rate at each station. A sufficient range of
frequencies is analyzed to adequately define an envelope of disturbances. This approach will always
give higher N-factors than the first approach. No differentiation is made between T,S and C-F distur-
bances in the maximum envelope method.
Cases 2, 11, and 13 were chosen foranalysis using the USS, since they represented an assortment of
flight conditions. The disturbance growth curves calculated using USS are shown in Figures 5-34
through 5-39.Figure 5-40 summarizes the resultsfor allthree cases and compares them to the resultsof
the original analysis.The differencesbetween the USS code resultsfor the standard Boeing approach
and the originalanalysis resultsare due primarily to the differencesbetween the tapered wing bound-
ary layer analysis and the patched infiniteyawed wing solution used in the original analysis. The
maximum envelope method gives N-factors at transitionof 20.6,32.0,and 17.4 for Cases 2, 11, and 13,
respectively.
5.7 STABILITY ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
The boundary layer stabilityanalysis of 21 757 NLF glove flightdata cases shows the following:
I. For most of the cases,C-F disturbances are much more highly amplified at transition than T-S
disturbances.
. The resultsofthe present study provide data in the high C-F, low T-S region ofthe NTS versus NCF
diagram where none ofthe F-111 data points fell.These resultsindicatethat the C-F N-factors are
much higher than had been assumed in the originalextrapolation ofthe F-111 data band. For 16 of
the 21 cases analyzed, C-F N-factors were between 12 and 18.
. Based on the combined F-111 and 757 NLF glove results,the recommended transitiondata band
forlaminar flow design applicationsisshown in Figure 5-41.Designs for which the combination of
N-factors at the desired transition locationfallsbelow the lower part ofthe band willhave a high
probabilityof success.The probabilityofobtaining the desired extent oflaminar flow decreases as
the N-factor combination at transitionmoves into the band and toward the upper edge of it.
. Because of the highly throe-dimensional nature of the pressures and isobars on the glove, the
limited number of locations at which pressure measurements were made, and the use of strip-a-
tube to measure pressures, there is some uncertainty associated with the pressure distributions
and isobar sweep angles used inthe stabilityanalysis.Those cases with the most uncertainty were
not included in the recommended transition data band shown in Figure 5-41.
. Based on an analysis of three cases,resultsfrom the USS stabilitycode differedby no more than
about I in NTS and no more than about 2 inNCF from the resultsofthe stabilitymethod used in the
present study.Use ofthe maximum envelope method ofthe USS forthe same three cases resulted
in N-factors as high as 32.
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Figure 5-41. Recommended Transition Data Band
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6.0 EFFECT OF NOISE ON BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
6.1 EFFECT OF ENGINE NOISE ON EXTENT OF LAMINAR FLOW
The effectof the engine noise variation on the extent of laminar boundary layer flow on the lower
surface ofthe glove is examined for three flightconditions in this section.For each case the measured
noise data from microphone 8, which was the closestlower surface microphone to the hot films in the
region oftransition,isshown for a range ofpower settings.The measured hot film data on the glove at
itsmidspan are also shown for the same conditions.
Case A (fig.6-1)isfor M = .80 and zero sideslip(nominally).The microphone 8 noise levelsincrease
by 10 to 20 dB, depending on frequency, from the low power settingto the high power setting.The hot
film data shows higher average rms output voltage levelsbetween x/c = 7.5% and x/c = 15% for the
higher noise level.The flow isstilllaminar in this region for both power settings,however. From x/c =
25% on aft,the boundary layer isturbulent for both engine noise levels.The low noise levelcase shows
a peak that ischaracteristicofthe transitionalregion at x/c = 20%. The high noise levelcase shows an
output level characteristicof turbulent flow at x/c = 20%, indicating that the transitionalpeak is
somewhere between x/c = 15% and x/c = 20%. These resultsindicate that there isa forward shiR of
about 3% in the transitionlocation at the high noise level.
The resultsof a boundary layer stabilityanalysis for a flightcondition similar to that of Case A are
shown in Figure 6-2.The purpose of a boundary layer stabilityanalysis is to calculate the growth of
disturbances in the boundary layer.For the 757 NLF glove,these disturbances are of two types:cross-
flow (C-F)disturbances and Tollmien-Schlichting (T-S)disturbances. For a discussion ofboundary layer
stabilitytheory and the method used here, see Section 5.0.Here itwill only be pointed out that the
boundary layer stabilityanalysis method used in the present study considers only stationary (zero-
frequency) C-F vorticesand a range of T-S disturbance frequencies.
The lower leftpart ofFigure 6-2 shows the envelope ofgrowth curves for stationary C-F disturbances
and the growth curves for various T-S disturbance frequencies.For the low noise condition shown in
Figure 6-1,measured transitionoccurred between s/c= 0.15 and s/c= 0.20 As shown in Figure 6-2,T-S
disturbances ofabout 3000 Hz are the most highly amplified T-S frequencies in this region.The signifi-
cance of this result isthat itindicates that the T-S disturbances will be most sensitiveto engine noise
with a frequency ofabout 3000 Hz. Figure 6-1 shows that the noise levelswere about 8 to 10 dB higher
in this frequency range at the high power setting than at the low power setting. Thus, there is a
significantvariation in engine noise level in the criticalT-S frequency range from low to high power
setting.
The lower right hand part of Figure 6-2 shows the F-111 transitiondata band based on measured F-
111 NLF glove flightdata and calculated boundary layer stability(ref.3).Also shown isthe transition
N-factor data band for the 757 glove, as discussed in Section 5.4. Superimposed. on this plot is the
trajectoryofthe calculated NTS versus NCF curve as a function ofs/clocation.Itcan be seen that in the
15% to 20% chord region, which isthe measured transition location for low engine noise levels,the
trajectorycurve isinsidethe 757 data band. Since thisband includes upper surface results,which do not
appear to be affectedby engine noise,this would indicate that the transitionlocationfor the low noise
condition isprobably not being affectedsignificantlyby the noise.
One finalconclusion that can be drawn from the resultsshown in Figure 6-2 isthat the stationary C-
F disturbance N-factors in the vicinity of transition are much higher than the T-S N-factors.Thus,
crossflow is probably the primary cause of transitionat the low noise conditions.The small observed
effectof the engine noise on extent of laminar flow may indicate that CF disturbances are not signifi-
cantly affected by engine noise.The cause of the small shiftsin transition location at the high noise
levelsmay be due to slightincreases in crossflow disturbances or sufficientincreases in the TS distur-
bances to cause transition.
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Case B is for M = .70 and zero sideslip (nominally). Figure 6-3 shows that the microphone 8 noise
levels again increase by 10 to 20 dB, depending on frequency, from the low power setting to the high
power setting. All of the hot film data falls within a narrow band at laminar flow output levels back to
10% chord. From 20% chord aft, all of the output data lies within a narrow band at levels characteristic
of turbulent flow. At x/c = 15%, all of the cases show elevated voltage levels characteristic of the
transitional region. There is no consistent trend with noise level at x/c = 15%. However, at x/c = 12.5%
two of the higher noise level cases show elevated voltage levels, indicating that the voltage peak charac-
teristic of the transitional region may be shifted forward slightly relative to the other cases. The highest
noise level condition had an actual sideslip angle of 0.7 deg, whereas the lowest noise level condition
had an actual sideslip angle of-0.8 deg. This results in an effective sweep angle 1.5 deg lower for the
highest noise condition than for the lowest noise condition. This may be partially masking the noise
effect for these two cases. Based on this data, no significant effect of engine noise on the extent of
laminar flow is apparent.
The boundary layerstabilityresultsforthe Case B conditionare shown in Figure 6-4.The most
criticalT-Sdisturbancesare again at approximately3000 Hz. Itcan be seenthatC-F disturbancesare
again the dominant cause oftransition,even more sothan forCase A.
Case C, which is a high sideslip condition at M = .70, is shown in Figure 6-5. For the flight on which
this data was taken, the hot films had been rearranged to provide better spanwise definition of the
transition location. Therefore, at the midspan of the glove there were hot films only at x/c = 15%, 20%,
and 25%. The hot film output for the high noise level condition shows elevated voltage levels at x/c =
15% and 20% characteristic of a boundary layer that is intermittently laminar. The high noise level case
shows a lower voltage level than the low noise level case at x/c = 25%. This indicates that the location of
the transitional peak is slightly further forward for the high noise case than for the low noise case.
Figure6-6shows theboundary layerstabilityanalysisresultsforthe Case C condition.Itcan be seen
thatthe ratioofT-StoC-F disturbancesinthe vicinityoftransitionismuch higherforthiscasethan for
the previoustwo cases.But,even though thereappearstobe a largernoiseeffectforwardofthe transi-
tionalpeak forthiscase than forthe previoustwo cases,the effectof noiseon the locationof the
transitionalpeak doesnot appear tobe any larger.
In summary, the threecasesexamined here indicatethe followingwith respecttothe effectofengine
noiseon the extentoflaminar flow:
I. Two ofthe casesindicatea small forwardshiftofabout 1% to3% chord inthe transitionlocation
forthe highestnoiselevelsrelativetothe lowestnoiselevels.The othercasedoesnotclearlyshow
a noiseeffect.
. Boundary layerstabilityanalysisresultsindicatethatthe most criticalT-Sfrequencieswere inthe
2500 to 3000 Hz range.The measured noiselevel(I/soctave)inthisfrequencyrange variedfrom
about 105 to110 dB atthe lowestpower settingto about 120 dB at the highestpower setting.
. All three casesexamined had combinationsofT-S and C-F disturbanceamplificationfactorsat
transitionthat were within the transitiondata band determined by allofthe upper and lower
surface757 cases.This indicatesthat there was probably no significanteffectof noiseon the
transitionlocationatthe low power setting.
. SinceC-F disturbancesarethe dominant causeoftransitionforallthreecases,the smallobserved
effectofvariationsinengine noiselevelon the transitionlocationmay indicatethatenginenoise
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6.2 COMPARISON OF TRANSITION DATA WITH EXISTING CRITERIA
6.2.1 X-21A Criterion
The X21A LFC/Acoustic criterion (ref. 7) was developed in the early 1960s. This criterion relates
transition Reynolds number to disturbance velocity ratio and was developed experimentally with wind
tunnel data. Subsequent flight testing and wind tunnel testing supplied additional data. The original
criterion is shown in Figure 6-7 with the later flight test data and wind tunnel data also indicated. The
majority of the data were for configurations with boundary layer suction control. The disturbance veloc-
ity is determined primarily from wind tunnel turbulence measurements. For the Ames wind tunnel
data and the X-21A flight test data, the disturbance velocity was calculated from the noise level mea-
sured away from the wing section assuming a plane wave. Many of the parameters considered impor-
tant for laminar flow such as disturbance frequency spectrum, amount of suction, wing sweep, and angle
of attack are not represented in the criterion.
One set of757 data at M = .80 isshown in Figure 6-8,along with the X-21A data.The trend indicated
by the X-21A flighttest data leads to the expectation of increased laminar flow from the observed value
of 17% chord (corresponding to Rex_ = 4.2 x 106) at maximum measured noise level to about 55%
(corresponding to RexrR = 13.5 x 10 ) at the minimum measured noise level.The observed transition
locationmoved back only to 20% chord indicating,at firstglance, that these resultsare not consistent
with the trend of the X-21A flighttest data.
The apparent discrepancy between the 757 results and the X-21A data is examined in more depth in
Figure 6-9. This figure shows three 757 cases, together with the X-21A flight data. All three 757 cases
show that the transition Reynolds number is fiat with increasing sound particle velocity, except at the
highest noise levels tested. One possible interpretation of the 757 results is that the region of constant
transition Reynolds number corresponds to the background, low-disturbance, stability-limited transi-
tion location. In this region, transition is caused by amplified background disturbances. As discussed in
Section 6, the dominant disturbance in this region for the 757 appears to be crossflow. This would not
change with noise level as long as the disturbance due to the noise is significantly smaller than the
amplified background disturbance level. The limiting transition Reynolds number is a function of the
pressure distribution and flight condition, and is much lower for all three 757 cases than for the X-21A,
which used boundary layer suction to reduce the disturbance growth. Only above a certain noise level
does the amplified disturbance due to the noise begin to become significant relative to the amplified
background disturbance level, resulting in a forward movement of the transition location. The trend
line of premature transition due to noise appears to be fairly consistent between the X-21A data and the
757 data.
Thus, the 757 resultsfor the effectof noise on the transition locationare not inconsistentwith the
general trends shown by the X-21A flightdata, when interpretedas explained above. This implies that,
for wing designs where the low disturbance, stability-limitedtransition locationisfurther aft than in
the present test,such as might be expected for LFC or HLFC wing designs, engine noise effectson the
extent of laminar flow may be significant.
Figure 6-I0 shows what the potential lossin laminar area on the 757 lower wing surface is,based on
the measured noise levelsat cruise thrust,and based on the trend line of premature transitiondue to
noise effectsfor the M --.80 data, as shown in Figure 6-9.Itmust again be stressed,however, that the
trend line locationisa function of the wing design,and a wing design that will allow laminar flow back
to 60% chord in the absence of noise,(probably eitheran HLFC or LFC design)as assumed in Figure 6-
10, will differsignificantlyfrom the NLF glove ofthe current test.
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6.2.2 Mangiarotty Criterion
In Reference 8 Mangiarotty proposes a transition criterion based on the Tollmein-Schlicting (T-S)
disturbance amplification rates resulting from stability calculations. No consideration of crossflow in-
stabilities is given in the Mangiarotty procedure. In addition, the spatial character of the sound wave is
not considered. The model assumes that the sound wave generates a T-S disturbance at the leading edge
of the wing that grows until transition takes place. The background disturbance level, which can be due
to airflow turbulence or surface irregularities, is not considered. The frequency dependent T_ amplifica-
tions calculated from stability theory are applied to the acoustic velocity that is calculated assuming a
plane wave. If the resulting amplified disturbance velocity ratioed by the freestream velocity is greater
than 0.01 to 0.05 (i.e., AU/Um _ 0.01 to 0.05) transition is expected. In Reference 13 Mangiarotty con-
siders a transfer function relating the calculated amplified acoustic velocity to the boundary layer
disturbance velocity. Data is shown indicating that the disturbance velocity may be lower than the
calculated amplified acoustic velocity by a factor of 0.37.
The amplified velocity ratios versus percent chord were calculated for the three 757 fight cases
discussed in Section 6.1: MAp = 0.8, _ = 0 deg; MAp = 0.7, _ = 0 deg; and MAp = 0.7, _ = 5 deg. The lower
wing surface stability calculation results shown in Figures 6-2, 6-4, and 6-6 supplied the T-S amplifica-
tion values. The resulting curve for amplified acoustic velocity ratio versus chord position for the MAp =
0.8, _ = 0-deg case is shown in Figure 6-11. Calculations were done for the low noise and high noise
cases shown in Figur_ 6-11 If the 1% criterion is used with a transfer function of 0.37, transition is
predicted at approximately 24.5% chord for the low noise condition and approximately 19.7% chord for
the high noise condition. The 1% criterion used with a transfer function of 1 results in predicted transi-
tion at 20% for the low noise case and 13% for the high noise case. The measured transition was
approximately 20% chord for the low noise case and 17% for the high noise case. This appears reasona-
bly consistent with the prediction using a transfer function of 1. Figure 6-11 also shows the calculated
amplified velocity disturbance versus chord for the MAp = 0.7, _ = 0-deg condition. As seen in Figure
6-4, this case has higher crossflow and lower T-S amplification rates than the MAp = 0.8 case. The 1%
criterion with a transfer function of 1 results in a predicted transition at approximately 21.5% for the
high noise condition and a point that appears to be well beyond the stability calculation range for the
low noise condition. The measured data for this case showed transition somewhere between 13% and
18% for both conditions. This case is important because it points out one of the major deficiencies of the
Mangiarotty procedure (i.e., no consideration of crossflow). As discussed in Section 6.1, it appears that
for this flight condition the crossflow disturbance growth is primarily responsible for transition. Since
Mangiarotty only considers the T-S disturbance, this procedure can only give useful results when the T-S
amplification rates are high enough that the T-S disturbance would cause transition before the crossflow
disturbance.
The MAp = 0.7,_ = 5-degcaseisseen inFigure 6-6toresultinthe lowestcrossflowamplificationof
thethreecasesstudied.This isbecauseoftheeffective5-degreductionofwing sweep resultingfrom the
+5-degsideslip.The calculatedacousticdisturbancegrowth forthe high and low noisecasesare shown
in Figure6-12.A very rapidincreasein u/U® isseen at20% chordforthe high noisecaseand 20% to
25% chord forthe low noisecase.Using the 1% criterionand the unittransferfunctionresultsin
predictedtransitionmoving from approximately22% to 16% fornoiseincreasingfrom the low levelto
the high level.The 0.37transferfunctionresultsina 25% to20.5% range.The measured datashowed a
small change oftransitionlocationfrom 25% to 24% associatedwith the noiselevelchange of120.8to
136 dB. Again, when the crossflowamplificationis more moderate,the Mangiarotty procedure,al-
though stillin need ofa more precisedefinitionofthe requiredtransferfunction,givesresultsthatare
somewhat consistentwith the 757 measured results.
The abilityof the Mangiarotty procedureto possiblypredictthe T-S disturbancegrowth due to a
sound wave but not accountforbackground disturbancesorcrossflowsuggestscombining theFl11/757
transitionband criteriondiscussedin Section5.4with the Mangiarottyprocedure.The NTs/NcF band
appears to accountforbackground disturbancesand crossflow.A procedureforestimatingtransition
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locationmaybeto calculatetransitionlocationwith bothprocedures.Thesmallerofthetwopredictions
wouldthenbetheexpectedtransitionlocation.Thisprocedureisappealingbecause it accounts for many
of the physical aspects believed pertinent. These include: (1) the wing design (including suction) and the
flight conditions through the stability curves (NTs and NCF versus X/C); (2) crossflow and background
disturbances through the stability curves and the experimentally determined F-111/757, NTs/NcF curve;
and (3) the noise level and spectrum shape through the T-S stability curves. Physical aspects not ac-
counted for in this approach are: (1) sound interaction with crossflow instabilities (assumed small); (2)
interaction of the sound amplified T-S disturbances with crossflow disturbances; (3) spatial character of
the sound wave (disturbance at wing leading edge only considered); and (4) details of acoustic distur-
bance to boundary layer vorticity disturbance transfer function.
Items 3 and 4 above have been consideredby Swift and Mungur in Reference4. Mangiarotty's
procedureappears to be very similarto theirmethod forevaluatingthe effectof noiseon laminar
boundary layertransition.
6.2.3 Swift and Mungur Criterion
Swift and Mungur presenta theoreticalanalysisshowing theirprocedurefor accountingforthe
influenceofsound on laminar boundary layertransitionto be a simplificationfa generalprocedure
thatcan accountforthe spatialcharacterofthe disturbingsound wave. They relatethe sound fieldto
vorticitygenerationand amplificationin the boundary layer.They concludethat,because ofinterfer-
enceeffects,thespatialcharacterofthe sound wave actuallycan suppressthe growth ofthedisturbance
caused by the sound wave impinging on the boundary layer.Thus, consideringonlythe leadingedge
disturbanceresultsin somewhat ofa conservativeestimateofthe transitionlocation.They alsoshow
thatthe transferfunctionrelatingthe boundary layerdisturbancevelocityto the amplifiedacoustic
velocityisa functionofthe localReynold'snumber, the directionalityofthe incidentsound wave and
otherfactorsassociatedwith thedisturbancegrowth.They do notevaluatethetransferfunctiondirectly
but go toexperimentaldataforan estimate.They relatethe amplifieddisturbancevelocityratiotothe
incidentsound wave through the followingequation,which isessentiallythe same form used by Man-
giarotty.
U _ T(R#cb)D(Ot,M.,) P__A(f)
U® U® cp
Pi/pcisrecognizedas the particlevelocityofan incidentplane wave. A(f)isthe frequencydependentT-S
amplification.(TfR6@)D(01,M**))issimilartoMangiarotty'stransferfunctionand depends on the sound
wave directivitythrough D(0x,M®).Ifthere isa particularU/U® at which a laminar boundary layer
undergoestransition,the sound pressurethatwillcausetransitionisdeterminedfrom:
¢) = A(F) -IC crit crit
SPL_,it = 20 log _ -
+ 20 log M., - 20 log T*D - 20 log A(f)
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At a constantaltitude,fight Mach number and incidenceangle
SPLInt = Constant - 20 logA(f)
Swiftand Mungur estimatethe constanttobe 130 dB from wind tunneldata thatappearstobe at
IVL.- 0.5and sea leveldensityand sonicspeed.They examine each sound frequencyindividuallyand
do not considerthe frequencyintegratedrms velocityorOASPL. Figure6-13compares the -20 logA(f)
Tollmein-Schlictingamplificationcurvesnormalizedto128 dB (130dB per Swiftand Mungur corrected
forairplaneMach number and altitude)with measured narrow band spectra(correctedtounit band-
width)forthe MAp ffi0.8,_ = 0 caseexamined above.As was thecaseabove,thenoisedataistakenfrom
microphone 8.Itisseenthatthefan fundamental toneispredictedtocausetransitionat approximately
22% chordforthehigh noisecase.The broadband noisewould be expectedtocausetransitionatapprox-
imately30% chordforthe low noisecase.The correspondingcurvesforMAp = 0.7,_ = 0 deg and MAp =
0.7,_5= +5 deg areshown inFigures6-13and 6-14.Table6-1compares the estimatedtransitionlocation
resultingfrom these curveswith the predictionsusing the Mangiarotty procedure(which uses the
frequencyintegratedrms velocityratherthan the per unitfrequencyvalue)and the 757 measured
results.The Swift and Mungur proceduregenerallypredictslargerpercentagechord transitionloca-
tionsthan the Mangiarotty method. This differenceprobablyresultsfrom (1)uncertaintyfortransfer
functionand criticalvelocityratio;and (2)considerationofthe integratedspectrum inthe Mangiarotty
caseversusconsiderationofunitfrequenciesindividuallyin Swiftand Mungur's case.Both procedures
show verypoorresultswhen the crossfiowdisturbanceamplificationislargecompared tothe Tollmein-
Schlictingdisturbanceamplification(MAP = 0.7,_ = 0 deg).
Swiftand Mungur givea briefdiscussionofthe effectofcrossflow.They statethat,ifcrossfiow as
the onlyflowcomponent, the disturbanceamplificationcalculationwould be similarinprincipaltothe
Tollmein-Schlictingcalculationforchordwiseflow.When the two flowsoccursimultaneously,they point
out thata threedimensionalanalysismay be required.At Boeing,the disturbanceamplificationforthe
zeroI-Izfrequencylimitisnormally calculatedforcrossflowstabilitystudies.Interactionof crossfiow
and T-Sdisturbancesare notanalyticallyevaluated.The NCF factorshown incurvessuch as inFigure
6-2areforthezerofrequencylimit.The apparentlow acousticsensitivityofthe 757 NLF gloveseems to
supportthisapproach.Itappearsthatthecrossflowdisturbancegrowth was notsignificantlyaffectedby
the presenceofsound.
Insummary, theMangiarottyand theSwiftand Mungur transitioncriterionproceduresareinprinci-
pal the same. Each requiresmore experimentaldata tomore preciselyunderstandthe criticaldistur-
bance velocityratiofortransitionand the transferfunctionrelatingamplifiedacousticvelocitytoT-S
boundary layerdisturbancevelocity.Swiftand Mungur limittheirconsiderationtoindividualfrequen-
ciesand do not considerthe frequencyintegrateddisturbancelevel.Both proceduresonly consider
acousticinteractionwith Tollmein-Schlictinginstabilities.The introductionofcrossflowinstabilitiesby
sound isconsideredby Swiftand Mungur only generallyand briefly.The present757 data however
suggestthatthe crossflowisnot significantlyinfluencedby sound.However, sincethe crossflowdistur-
bance amplificationof background disturbancescan be quitelarge,itsinfluencemust be considered
when predictingtransitioninthe presenceofsound.Itisthereforesuggestedthata procedurecombin-
ing the F-111/757,NTs/NcF criteriontoaccountforcrossfiowand background disturbanceswith a proce-
dure such as Mangiarotty'sorSwiftand Mungur's may be usefulforlaminar boundary layeranalysis.
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Figure 6-11. Amplified Boundary Layer Acoust;c Disturbance Growth per Mangiarotty for
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Figure 6-13. One Hz Bandwidth Measured Noise Versus Tollmein-Schlichting Ampfification
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Figure 6-14. One Hz Bandwidth Measured Noise Versus Tollmein-Schlichting Ampfification
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Table 6-1. Comparison of Transition x/c Percentage Predicted by Mangiarotty, Mungar, and
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6.3 SEMIEMPIRICAL PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTING THE ONSET OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYER TRANSITION IN THE PRESENCE OF INTENSE SOUND
Combining the present NTs/NcF, F-111/757 criterion with the Mangiarotty (or Swift and Mungur)
criterion directly to estimate the influence of noise on transition location would not consider any effect
of crossflow on the sensitivity of the laminar boundary to noise. The empirical NTs/NcF , F-111/757
criterion used to evaluate background disturbance instability, as discussed in Section 6.1, however,
implies an interaction of crossflow and T-S disturbances. As seen in Figure 6-15, as the crossflow amplifi-
cation factor increases the value of NTs required for transition from laminar to turbulent, flow de-
creases. The combined F-111/757, Mangiarotty transition prediction method suggested in Section 6.2.2
uses the same T-S transition criterion for all crossflow conditions.
A semiempirical procedure for predicting the onset oflaminar boundary layer transitionin the pres-
ence ofsound that takes the interactionof crossflowand T_S disturbances into account isnow described.
Figure 6-15 shows the F-111/757 transition data band with a mean line drawn through the band. This
mean line istaken as the empirical transition criterionforboundary layer disturbances. Curves show-
ing the 757 glove NTs/NcF trajectoriestaken from Section 6.1 are replottedon Figure 6-16.The effectof
noise is considered as giving rise to an effectiveincrease in NTs for each point on the wing section
trajectory.It isassumed, for the purposes of this method, that the crossflow disturbance isnot affected
by noise.Although there isno directevidence ofthis,the discussionofSection 6.1 indicated that for the
757 glove the crossfiow disturbance was not significantlyinfluenced by noise.The increase in NTs due to
noise isevaluated as follows:
Suppose U i is the background disturbance velocity which when amplified according to T-S stability
calculations results in a disturbance of magnitude UA1 = A.U i where A = eNTS is the amplification
factor. If sound is added to the background disturbance the resulting amplified disturbance is
UA2 = A(UI + U,_), U_ = P,m_. _co_a_
pc
We now define a pseudo amplification
and a pseudo NTs factor
.4" = u--m= A (I + uJu,)
U,
..(N'
Nrs' = ln A' = ln A + ln(1 + U,_/U1)
= Nrs + ln(1 + U,,/UI)
-N)rs = In(1 + U_,/U I)
Therefore, the sound wave isviewed as causing an increase in the NTS factorby (N' - N) = in (1 +
U_UI). This effectivelyshiftsthe wing section trajectorycurve verticallyresulting in a shift in the
locationwhere itcrossesthe transitioncriterionline.
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The757 NLF testdata in Figures 6-1 to 6-6 was used to evaluate the above procedure. The observed
resultsforthe MAp = 0.8,_ = 0-deg case were firstused to determine UI. As shown in Figure 6-16,for
thiscase the measured transitionlocationforthe low noise condition (121 dB) fellabove the mean lineof
the band. Therefore, forpurposes ofthis method, the mean lineshape was maintained and itwas shifted
up locallyto go through the measured transition location (20% chord).For the high noise condition
(135.5 riB), the measured transition location moved forward by 3% chord to 17%. Figure 6-16 shows that
an NTS shift of i for the entire trajectory curve results in the required 3% forward movement of transi-
tion. Therefore, this is the ANTS that the method assumes results from the high engine noise level. The
initial disturbance velocity resulting from the high engine noise level is given by:
where
Ua = Prm_, eco_tic
pC
and
Prms = Pref * 10OASeL/20
Pref = 4.184 × 10 -7 psf
For an OASPL of 135.5 dB, corresponding to the high noise condition,U s is4.6 ft/s.
Ifitisassumed that the 121 dB noise level gives a negligiblecontribution to the background distur-
bance, then the background noise level,UI, can be computed:
ANts = In(1 + Ua/Ul)
ANTs = 1.0; U s = 4.6 ft/s
1.0 = ln(l +4.6/Ui) ; U_ = 2.7 ft/s
This is a background disturbance intensity (U1/U®%) of 0.35%. Using this value of U 1 we can now
calculate the ANTs for the MAp = 0.7, _ = 0-deg and/3 = 5-deg cases.
MAp = 0.7,_ = 0 deg MAp = 0.7, B = 5 deg
Alt = 39,000 ft
OASPLMA x = 133.5 dB
Ua = 3.32 fps
ANTs = 0.80
Alt = 33,000 ft
OASPLMA x = 135.9 dB
Ua = 3.37 fps
ANTs = 0.81
From Figure 6-16 these ANTss result in estimated shifts of transition from x/c = 0.23 to x/c _ 0.215
for the MAp 0.7,/_ = 5-deg case and from x/c = 0.18 to x/c = 0.16 for the MAp = 0.7, /_ = 0-deg case. As
seen in Table 6-1 these are reasonably close to the measured results.
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Although the above procedure accounts for the interaction of T-S and crossflow disturbances, it does
not consider the spectrum of the acoustic disturbances. The NTS values associated with the NTs/NcF
trajectory curves are the maximum spectral values. If the sound levels are very low at the frequencies of
max N value the above calculations would probably be inaccurate. For the 757 data the narrow band
spectra were very broad so that the calculations appear to be reasonably valid.
Summary
In summary, a method of using the F-111/757, NTs/NcF boundary layer transition criterion curve with
acoustic disturbances is suggested which accounts for interaction of T-S and crossflow disturbances. The
semiempirical method was presented to stimulate consideration of this type of an approach. As pre-
sented, this method does not consider the spectral details of the acoustic signal and is therefore, at best,
only applicable to broadband noise. The method worked reasonably well with the 757 data when the
assumption was made that the low noise levels (OASPLs of the order of 120 dB) resulted in disturbances
that were small compared to the bachground disturbances. The background disturbance level was then
estimated to be U1 "_ 2.7 fps. Calculating the particle velocity of a plane wave with OASPL = 120 dB
one obtains U_ = 0.8 fps (Alt = 40 Kft, MAp = 0.8). While this is smaller than the calculated U 1 = 2.3
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Figure 6-16. Illustration of Semiempirical NLF Transition Prediction Procedure
7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions resulting from the additional engineering analysis ofthe 757 NLF glove data
are as follows:
I. For all21 cases for which a boundary layer stabilityanalysis was conducted, C-F disturbances
were much more highly amplified than T-S disturbances. For 16 of the 21 cases, C-F N-factors
were between 12 and 18o
. The resultsofthe boundary layer stabilityanalysis,when combined with previous resultsbased
on F-111 NLF glove flightdata (ref.3)resultin a new recommended transitiondata band foruse
in laminar flow design applications(see fig.541).
, Boundary layer stabilityanalysis resultsindicate that the most criticalT-S frequencies were in
the 2500 to 3000 Hz range. The measured noise levels(I/3octave)on the lower surface in this
frequency range varied from about 105 to 110 dB at the lowest power settingto about 120 dB at
the highest power setting.However, even though there was a significantvariation in the mea-
sured noise levelin the criticalfrequency range, the measured lower surface transitionlocation
showed only a small sensitivityto noise level.
. Since C-F disturbances are the dominant cause of transition on the 757 NLF glove,the small
observed effectof variations in engine noise levelon the lower surface transition location may
indicate that engine noise does not have a significanteffecton C-F disturbances.
, The 757 results for the effect of noise on the transition location, when interpreted in the light of
boundary layer stability considerations, are not inconsistent with the general trends shown by
the X-21A flight data. This implies that, for wing designs for which the low disturbance stability-
limited transition location is further aft than in the present test, such as may be the case on an
HLFC or LFC wing, engine noise effects on the extent of laminar flow may be significant.
6. On the lower wing surface, noise generated by the engine dominated the microphone measure-
ments at higher engine power conditions.
7. The primary engine noise source at higher engine power conditions isbroadband jetshock noise.
o At moderate engine power conditions,many sources contribute to the noise floors,some ofwhich
were not identifiable.Those identifiedwere cirrus clouds contamination, airflow disturbances
from the outboard glove leading edge, engine bleed valve noise,and boundary layer turbulence
generated by the surface microphone fairings.
9. Jet mixing noise was not evident in the measured noise data.
10. The upper wing surface noise measurements appear to be dominated by nonengine noise.The
primary observation regarding the upper wing surface noise measurements isthe apparent rela-
tion to the wing shock. Itisnot clear ifthe high noise levelsare due to noise generated by the
shock boundary layer interaction or to boundary layer pressure fluctuationsdirectlywhen en-
hanced by the wing shock.
11. The upper surface noise levels may be influenced by wing trailing edge noise, secondary to shock
boundary layer influence. However, the Lockheed prediction procedure was not helpful for evalu-
ating the trailing edge noise. When convective amplification was included in the trailing cdgc prcdic-
tions, large ovcrprcdiction of the measured data resulted. When convective amplification was not included the
trailing edge noise predictions were well below the measured data.
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12. Use of convective amplification in the Lockheed predictions resulted in large overpredictions of the measured
noise levels.
13. Both the Mangiarotty and Swift and Mungur methods for evaluating the effect of noise on laminar boundary
layer transition resulted in predictions reasonably consistent with the measured results when the Tollmien-
Schlichting disturbance amplifications were not small compared to the crossflow disturbance amplification.
When the crossflow disturbance amplification was large compared to the T-S amplification, the Mangiarotty
and Swift and Mungur procedures, which do not consider the crossflow, severely overpredicted the laminar
flow range.
14. A semiempirical method of investigating the influence of noise on laminar boundary layer transition appears
consistent with the 757 results, but needs fiarther confirmation. This method uses the F- 111/757 transition N-
factor data band to account for the interaction of T-S and C-F disturbances in the presence of noise. It is
probably only useful for evaluating the effect of broadband noise on laminar boundary layer transition because
it does not explicitly consider the spectral details of the acoustic signal.
RECOMMENDATIONS
I. The influence of noise on the extent of laminar flow on an HLFC wing sectionshould be investi-
gated in a full-scaleflighttest.The resultsofthe current study do not rule out the possibilityof
significantsensitivityto engine noise levelson the lower surface for such a configuration.
2. Whenever feasible,embedded pressure taps that are flush with the surface should be used rather
than strip-a-tubeto measure surface pressures. This would eliminate the need to correctthe mea-
sured pressures for the strip-a-tubeinterferenceeffect.
3. Microphones measuring noise in a laminar boundary layer should be flush mounted with the
surface so they do not trip the boundary layer.When measuring noise near turbulent boundary
layers,the microphone should be mounted on aerodynamic probes mounted outside the boundary
layer.
4. Airframe flight noise measurements should not be made in the presence of cirrus clouds.
5. Further development of prediction methods is needed for jet broadband shock noise and wing
trailing edge noise. Jet broadband shock noise was concluded to be the dominant engine noise
source at normal airplane and engine cruise conditions affectingthe lower wing boundary layer.
The dominant noise source on the upper wing was due to the wing shock. Ifthe shock isaft ofthe
laminarized wing section,neither the wing shock noise nor the wing trailingedge noise should
affectthe boundary layer.Ifno shock ispresent however, trailingedge noise may be the dominant
source affectingthe upper wing surface.
. The validity of the convective amplification corrections in the Lockheed prediction computer pro-
gram is not supported by the 757 noise measurements. A switch should be incorporated into the
computer program to remove this correction.
. Carefully controlled experiments should be conducted to further develop the Swift and Mungur
theory for sound/Tollmien-Schlichting instabilityinteraction.The influence of crossflow on the
sound/Tollmien-Schlichting interactionalso needs tobe investigatedexperimentally.
8. The F-111/757 based semiempirical procedure for predicting the onset of laminar boundary layer
transition in the presence of intense broadband sound needs to be tested with data from other test
situations to help establish its general usefulness.
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9.0 APPENDIX: TABULATED PRESSURE DATA
This appendix contains tabulated pressure coefficient data for each of the 21 cases analyzed. As
discussed in Section 5.2, two separate boundary layer analyses were made for each case using the
infinite swept wing program, A552. This was necessitated by the variation in isobar sweep (typically
from low to high) along the chord. Boundary layer data from the two solutions were then patched
together using the low sweep results in the forward region and the high sweep results in the aft region.
Thus, thereare two tabulatedpressuredistributionsformost casesand threeforsome caseswhere the
isobarsweep variationwas particularlylarge.The tabulationsare in terms ofC.s versuss/c.In each
cases/c= 0 correspondstox/c= 0.This was a simplificationjustifiedby results_r a number ofcases
from the Boeing transonicanalysiscode,A488. These resultsshowed thatthe variationofthe attach-
ment linelocationfrom s/c= 0 istypicallylessthan Ax/c= 0.0002,which correspondstoAs/c= 0.0001.
For each case,CpN isbased on the velocitycomponent normal toan infinitesweptwing having thesweep
angle used forthatparticularcase.The attachment lineC _ alsoassumes thatthe leadingedge sweeppr_
angle correspondstothatbeing used forthe infinitesweptwmg analysis,although insome casesitwas
necessaryto make adjustmentstothe calculatedCp_ at the attachment linetoget the boundary layer
program to run.For each tabulatedpressuredistribution,the correspondingsweep angle used in the
infinitesweptwing analysisisnoted.






-A = 32 deg
Cp N
0 1.131 0 1.078
0.00107 1.128 0.00107 1.075
0.00214 1.117 0.00300 1.067
0.00378 1.083 0.00500 1.048
0.00480 1.055 0.00700 1.010
0.00598 1.017 0.00899 0.954
0.00734 0.972 0.01084 0.878
0.00899 0.908 0.01302 0.759
0.01084 0.807 0.01573 0.542
0.01302 0.653 0.01944 0.231
0.01573 0.441 0.02529 -0.133
0.01944 0.188 0.02798 -0.251
0.02529 -0.108 0.03328 -0.446
0.02798 -0.204 0.04000 -0.580
0.03328 -0.363 0.04821 -0.655
0.04000 -0.472 0.05919 -0.710
0.04821 -0.533 0.07245 -0.736
0.05919 -0.578 0.07970 -0.759
0.07245 -0.599 0.08989 -0.783
0.07970 -0.618 0.10008 -0.814
0.08989 -0.638 0.11024 -0.849
0.10008 -0.663 0.13559 -0.927
0.11024 -0.691 0.16086 -1.016
0.13559 -0.755 0.18610 -1.117
0.16086 -0.827 0.21128 -1.224
0.18610 -0.910 0.23644 -1.294
0.21128 -0.997 0.26149 -1.335
0.23644 -1.054 0.28655 -1.341
0.26149 -1.087 0.31158 -1.335
0.28655 -1.092
0.31158 -1.087






"A = 32 deg
Cp N
0 1.124 0 1.078
0.001 1.122 0.001 1.076
0.002 1.118 0.002 1.073
0.004 1.078 0.004 1.057
0.005 1.048 0.005 1.043
0.006 1.023 0.006 1.029
0.007 0.973 0.007 1.013
0.009 0.878 0.009 0.968
0.011 0.788 0.011 0.913
0.013 0.704 0.013 0.841
0.016 0.590 0.016 0.705
0.020 0.472 0.020 0.564
0.025 0.372 0.025 0.445
0.030 0.300 0.030 0.359
0.035 0.242 0.035 0.289
0.045 0.154 0.045 0.184
0.055 0.093 0.055 0.111
0.065 0.052 0.065 0.062
0.080 0.025 0.080 0.030
0.100 -0.002 0.100 -0.002
0.125 -0.030 0.125 -0.036
0.150 -0.060 0.150 -0.072
0.175 -0.083 0.175 -0.099
0.200 -0.103 0.200 -0.123
0.225 -0.120 0.225 -0.143
0.250 -0.117 0.250 -0.140







•A = 30 deg
Cp N
0 1.139 0 1.092
0.001 1.137 0.001 1.090
0.002 1.134 0.002 1.087
0.003 1.129 0.003 1.082
0.004 1.123 0.004 1.075
0.005 1.113 0.005 1.067
0.006 1.098 0.006 1.053
0.007 1.077 0.007 1.033
0.009 1.015 0.009 0.968
0.011 0.913 0.011 0.888
0.013 0.795 0.013 0.800
0.016 0.606 0.016 0.648
0.020 0.357 0.020 0.425
0.025 0.100 0.025 0.118
0.030 -0.067 0.030 -0.079
0.035 -0.163 0.035 :0.192
0.045 -0.295 0.045 -0.347
0.055 -0.363 0.055 -0.427
0.065 -0.404 0.065 -0.476
0.08 -0.442 0.08 -0.520
0.10 -0.488 0.10 -0.575
0.125 -0.538 0.125 -0.633
0.150 -0.600 0.150 -0.706
0.175 -0.719 0.175 -0.847
0.200 -0.838 0.200 -0.987
0.225 -0.885 0.225 -1.042
0.250 -0.918 0.250 -1.081
0.275 -0.940 0.275 -1.107
0.315 -0.957 0.315 -1.127






•A = 27.5 deg
Cp N
0 1,010 0 1.083
0.001 1.010 0.001 1.082
0.002 1.009 0.002 1.076
0.003 1.007 0.003 1.062
0.004 1.000 0.004 1.027
0.005 0.990 0.005 1.000
0.006 0.965 0.006 0.958
0.007 0.927 0.007 0.900
0.008 0.891 0.008 0.850
0.009 0.841 0.009 0.789
0.010 0.800 0.010 0.700
0.012 0.692 0.012 0.580
0.014 0.640 0.014 0.450
0.016 0.464 0.016 0.330
0.018 0.372 0.018 0.220
0.020 0.275 0.020 0.120
0.025 -0.017 0.025 -0.068
0.030 -0.234 0.030 -0.220
0.035 -0.348 0.035 -0.330
0.040 -0.432 0.040 -0.429
0.045 -0.498 0.045 -0.470
0.050 -0.555 0.050 -0.501
0.055 -0.594 0.055 -0.513
0.060 -0.614 0.060 -0.527
0.070 -0.622 0.070 -0.530
0.080 -0.609 0.080 -0.519
0.090 -0.592 0.090 -0.515
0.100 -0.585 0.100 -0.505
0.120 -0.620 0.120 -0.527
0.140 -0.725 0.140 -0.625
0.160 -0.858 0.160 -0.738
0.180 -0.930 0.180 -0.799
0.200 -0.980 0.200 -0.840
0.220 -1.015 0.220 -0.875
0.240 -1.045 0.240 -0.898
0.260 -1.063 0.260 -0.915
0.280 -1.080 0.280 -0.930
0.300 -1.090 0.300 -0.945








0 1.1458 0 1.0443
0.001 1.140 0.001 1.039
0.002 1.139 0.002 1.036
0.003 1.138 0.003 1.034
0.004 1.136 0.004 1.031
0.005 1.130 0.005 1.026
0.006 1.100 0.006 1.019
0.007 1.060 0.007 1.007
0.008 1.018 0.008 0.988
0.009 0.929 0.009 0.962
0.010 0.842 0.010 0.930
0.012 0.590 0.012 0.640
0.014 0.350 0.014 0.400
0.016 0.183 0.016 0.320
0.018 0.157 0.018 0.279
0.020 0.146 0.020 0.248
0.025 0.124 0.025 0.190
0.030 0.106 0.030 0.154
0.035 0.091 0.035 0.124
0.040 0.077 0.040 0.100
0.045 0.062 0.045 0.082
0.050 0.050 0.050 0.063
0.055 0.039 0.055 0.050
0.060 0.029 0.060 0.037
0.070 0.015 0.070 0.021
0.080 0.003 0.080 0.000
0.090 -0.005 0.090 -0.018
0.100 -0.019 0.100 -0.032
0.120 -0.038 0.120 -0.056
0.140 -0.047 0.140 -0.080
0.160 -0.072 0.160 -0.116
0.180 -0.107 0.180 -0.168
0.200 -0.134 0.200 -0.218
0.220 -0.167 0.220 -0.250
0.240 -0.185 0.240 -0.280
0.260 -0.198 0.260 -0.3.00
0.280 -0.205 0.280 -0.312
0.300 -0.210 0.300 -0.322
0.320 -0.219 0.320 -0.330
Table A-5. Input Cp v Versus s/c for Case 5
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•A = 21.6 deg .A = 37.6 deg
s/c
CpN s/__c Cp N
0 1.0936 0 1.0382
0.001 1.093 0.001 1.038
0.002 1.092 0.002 1.037
0.003 1.090 0.003 1,036
0.004 1.088 0.004 1.035
0.005 1,080 0,005 1.034
0.006 1.075 0,006 1.033
0.007 1.063 0.007 1.032
0.008 1.048 0.008 1.029
0.009 1.026 0.009 1.021
0.010 0.990 0.010 1.015
0.012 0.867 0.012 1.000
0.014 0.783 0.014 0,980
0.016 0.728 0,016 0,957
0.018 0.680 0.018 0,924
0.020 0.643 0.020 0,892
0.025 0.578 0.025 0.800
0.030 0.522 0.030 0.716
0,035 0.473 0.035 0.640
0.040 0.429 0.040 0.580
0.045 0.382 0.045 0.527
0.050 0.344 0,050 0.479
0.055 0.310 0.055 0.433
0.060 0.281 0.060 0.393
0.070 0.241 0.070 0.334
0.080 0.204 0.080 0.294
0.090 0.180 0.090 0.255
0.100 0.160 0.100 0.225
0.120 0.132 0.120 0.177
0.140 0.100 0.140 0,132
0.160 0.068 0.160 0.101
0.180 0.059 0.180 0.080
0.200 0.040 0.200 0.060
0.220 0.024 0.220 0.042
0.240 0.010 0,240 0.027
0.260 0.001 0.260 0.000
0.280 -0.005 0.280 -0.002
0.300 -0.008 0.300 -0.005
0.320 -0.018 0.320 -0.010
Table A-6. Input Cp,v Versus s/c for Case 6
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•A = 16 deg .A = 20 deg
S_C
CpN $]..._.C Cp N
0 1.0986 0 1.0986
0.001 1.094 0.001 1.094
0.002 1.091 0.002 1.091
0.003 1.087 0.003 1.090
0.004 1.078 0.004 1.085
0.005 1.060 0.005 1.075
0.006 1.038 0.006 1.060
0.007 1.012 0.007 1.045
0.008 0.990 0.008 1.025
0.009 0.960 0.009 1.000
0.010 0.930 0.010 0.980
0.012 0.902 0.012 0.925
0.014 0.818 0.014 0.870
0.016 0.770 0.016 0.822
0.018 0.732 0.018 0.785
0.020 0.704 0.020 0.750
0.025 0.642 0.025 0.675
0.030 0.600 0.030 0.627
0.035 0.572 0.035 0.590
0.040 0.541 0.040 0.556
0.045 0.512 0.045 0.526
0.050 0.484 0.050 0.497
0.055 0.450 0.055 0.472
0.060 0.424 0.060 0.447
0.070 0.376 0.070 0.390
0.080 0.325 0.080 0.360
0.090 0.310 0.090 0.320
0.100 0.275 0.100 0.285
0.120 0.230 0.120 0.240
0.140 0.200 0.140 0.218
0.160 0.170 0.160 0.190
0.180 0.135 0.180 0.135
0.200 0.100 0.200 0.095
0.220 0.070 0.220 0.065
0.240 0.045 0.240 0.044
0.260 0.020 0.260 0.018
0.280 0.000 0.280 0.000
0.300 -0.010 0.300 -0.015
0.320 -0.020 0.320 -0.021






















































"A = 42.8 deg
Cp N
0 1.116 0 1.0198
0.001 1.100 0.001 1.019
0.002 1.090 0.002 1.018
0.003 1.078 0.003 1.015
0.004 1.060 0.004 1.008
0.005 1.039 0.005 0.998
0.006 1.000 0.006 0.979
0.007 0.945 0.007 0.950
0.008 0.840 0.008 0.881
0.009 0.470 0.009 0.777
0.010 0.180 0.010 0.615
0.012 -0.200 0.012 0.092
0.014 -0.330 0.014 -0.475
0.016 -0.405 0.016 -0.623
0.018 -0.455 0.018 -0.710
0.020 -0.488 0.020 -0.762
0.025 -0.322 0.025 -0.847
0.030 -0.546 0.030 -0.904
0.035 -0.570 0.035 -0.943
0.040 -0.590 0.040 -0.972
0.045 -0.600 0.045 -0.994
0.050 -0.610 0.050 -1.017
0.055 -0.622 0.055 -1.031
0.060 -0.632 0.060 -1.048
0.070 -0.648 0.070 -1.067
0.080 -0.659 0.080 -1.080
0.090 -0.675 0.090 -1.107
0.100 -0.690 0.100 -1.128
0.120 -0.710 0.120 -1.160
0.140 -0.723 0.140 -1.198
0.160 -0.744 0.160 -1.227
0.180 -0.770 0.180 -1.272
0.200 -0.815 0.200 -1.340
0.220 -0.880 0.220 -1.445
0.240 -0.960 0.240 -1.578
0.260 -1.018 0.260 -1.670
0.280 -1.020 0.280 -1.681
0.300 -1.000 0.300 -1.623
0.320 -0.935 0.320 -1.540






'A = 32.4 deg
Cp N
0 1.1355 0 1.0772
0.001 1.134 0.001 1.077
0.002 1.132 0.002 1.076
0.003 1.130 0.003 1.075
0.004 1.128 0.004 1.072
0.005 1.125 0.005 1.069
0.006 1.120 0.006 1.060
0.007 1.110 0.007 1.048
0.008 1.100 0.008 1.033
0.009 1.090 0.009 1.020
0.010 1.079 0.010 0.993
0.012 1.039 0.012 0.930
0.014 0.985 0.014 0.840
0.016 0.905 0.016 0.728
0.018 0,790 0.018 0.590
0.020 0.660 0.020 0.450
0.025 0.230 0.025 0.110
0.030 -0.194 0.030 -0.170
0.035 -0.336 0.035 -0.365
0.040 -0.408 0.040 -0.480
0.045 -0.451 0.045 -0.544
0.050 -0.480 0.050 -0.587
0.055 -0.496 0.055 -0.615
0.060 -0.505 0.060 -0.630
0.070 -0.509 0.070 -0.637
0.080 -0.510 0.080 -0.638
0.090 -0.510 0.090 -0.639
0.100 -0.513 0.100 -0.640
0.120 -0.522 0.120 -0.659
0.140 -0.555 0.140 -0.710
0.160 -0.640 0.160 -0.810
0.180 -0.760 0.180 -0.934
0.200 -0.850 0.200 -1.058
0.220 -0.927 0.220 -1.170
0.240 -0.973 0.240 -1.222
0.260 -0.990 0.260 -1.240
0.280 -0.993 0.280 -1.238
0.300 -0.985 0.300 -1.226
0.320 -0.960 0.320 -1.210




























































































•A = 27.9 deg
Cp N
0 1.1330 0 1.1047
0.001 1.132 0.001 1.104
0.002 1.131 0.002 1.102
0.003 1.127 0.003 1.100
0.004 1.120 0.004 1.097
0.005 1.110 0.005 1.090
0.006 1.102 0.006 1.084
0.007 1.090 0.007 1.076
0.008 1.080 0.008 1.070
0.009 1.065 0.009 1.060
0.010 1.050 0.010 1.050
0.012 1.009 0.012 1.029
0.014 0.955 0.014 0.998
0.016 0.896 0.016 0.960
0.018 0.829 0.018 0.910
0.020 0.755 0.020 0.840
0.028 0.440 0.025 0.399
0.030 -0.070 0.030 -0.050
0.035 -0.237 0.035 -0.226
0.040 -0.310 0.040 -0.315
0.045 -0.351 0.045 -0.368
0.050 -0.388 0.050 -0.409
0.055 -0.406 0.055 -0.431
0.060 -0.408 0.060 -0.450
0.070 -0.415 0.070 -0.451
0.080 -0.419 0.080 -0.452
0.090 -0.421 0.090 -0.458
0.100 -0.430 0.100 -0.465
0.120 -0.474 0.120 -0.520
0.140 -0.558 0.140 -0.610
0.160 -0.661 0.160 -0.730
0.180 -0.768 0.180 -0.840
0.200 -0.850 0.200 -0.940
0.220 -0.918 0.220 -1.008
0.240 -0.950 0.240 -1.019
0.260 -0.966 0.260 -1.058
0.280 -0.975 0.280 -1.060
0.300 -0.961 0.300 -1.050
0.320 -0.915 0.320 -1.020






.A = 30 deg
Cp N
0 1.1410 0 1.0853
0.001 1.139 0.001 1.084
0.002 1.133 0.002 1.080
0.003 1.128 0.003 1.076
0.004 1.120 0.004 1.070
0.005 1.104 0.005 1.055
0.006 1.087 0.006 1.037
0.007 1.056 0.007 1.008
0.008 0.990 0.008 0.960
0.009 0.840 0.009 0.880
0.010 0.720 0.010 0.700
0.012 0.430 0.012 0.330
0.014 0.160 0.014 -0.030
0.016 -0.115 0.016 -0.390
0.018 -0.400 0.018 -0.568
0.020 -0.520 0.020 :0.636
0.025 -0.579 0.025 -0.708
0.030 -0.587 0.030 -0.718
0.035 -0.592 0.035 -0.724
0.040 -0.598 0.040 -0.732
0.045 -0.603 0.045 -0.740
0.050 -0.608 0.050 -0.747
0.055 -0.612 0.055 -0.753
0.060 -0.620 0.060 -0.761
0.070 -0.631 0.070 -0.780
0.080 -0.640 0.080 -0.790
0.090 -0.654 0.090 -0.812
0.100 -0.672 0.100 -0.840
0.120 -0.718 0.120 -0.888
0.140 -0.760 0.140 -0.940
0.160 -0.808 0.160 -0.999
0.180 -0.860 0.180 -1.055
0.200 -0.910 0.200 -1.124
0.220 -0.972 0.220 -1.204
0.240 -1.032 0.240 -1.280
0.260 -1.102 0.260 -1.360
0.280 -1.178 0.280 -1.460
0.300 -1.262 0.300 -1.564
0.320 -1.370 0.320 -1.678
Table A-13. Input CPN Versus s/c for Case 13
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•A = 20 deg
_c CpN s/_£c
•A = 27.5 deg
CpN
0 1.1275 0 1.0967
0.001 1.126 0.001 1.094
0.002 1.124 0.002 1.090
0.003 1.121 0.003 1.084
0.004 1.118 0.004 1.080
0.005 1.109 0.005 1.073
0.006 0.098 0.006 1.066
0.007 0.085 0.007 1.055
0.008 0.070 0.008 1.041
0.009 0.058 0.009 1.028
0.010 0.009 0.010 1.010
0.012 0.978 0.012 0.965
0.014 0.906 0.014 0.920
0.016 0.829 0.016 0.869
0.018 0.750 0.018 0.813
0.020 0.680 0.020 0.769
0.025 0.589 0.025 0.677
0.030 0.527 0.030 0.590
0.035 0.476 0.035 0.538
0.040 0.434 0.040 0.489
0.045 0.395 0.045 0.443
0.050 0.369 0.050 0.408
0.055 0.340 0.055 0.378
0.060 0.320 0.060 0.358
0.070 0.290 0.070 0.319
0.080 0.260 0.080 0.298
0.090 0.240 0.090 0.270
0.100 0.218 0.100 0.250
0.120 0.180 0.120 0.205
0.140 0.143 0.140 0.168
0.160 0.100 0.160 0.122
0.180 0.070 0.180 0.080
0.200 0.050 0.200 0.052
0.220 0.030 0.220 0.030
0.240 0.010 0.240 0.010
0.260 0.000 0.260 0.000
0.280 0.001 0.280 -0.001
0.300 -0.004 0.300 -0.004
0.320 -0.009 0.320 -0.010




























































































"A = 41.6 deg
Cp N
0 1.0811 0 1.0293
0.001 1.079 0.001 1.029
0.002 1.077 0.002 1.028
0.003 1.072 0.003 1.026
0.004 1.068 0.004 1.021
0.005 1.060 0.005 1.012
0.006 1.050 0.006 1.002
0.007 1.037 0.007 0.989
0.008 1.020 0.008 0.970
0.009 0.998 0.009 0.950
0.010 0.968 0.010 0.921
0.012 0.898 0.012 0.860
0.014 0.806 0.014 0.793
0.016 0.710 0.016 0.726
0.018 0.610 0.018 0.660
0.020 0.515 0.020 0.590
0.025 0.316 0.025 0.413
0.030 0.213 0.030 0.262
0.035 0.177 0.035 0.202
0.040 0.150 0.040 0.183
0.045 0.130 0.045 0.170
0.050 0.120 0.050 0.160
0.055 0.111 0.055 0.149
0.060 0.106 0.060 0.136
0.070 0.091 0.070 0.112
0.080 0.078 0.080 0.090
0.090 0.060 0.090 0.067
0.100 0.042 0.100 0.048
0.120 0.020 0.120 0.017
0.140 0.000 0.140 -0.015
0.160 -0.033 0.160 -0.048
0.180 -0.061 0.180 -0.080
0.200 -0.085 0.200 -0.110
0.220 -0.100 0.220 -0.127
0.240 -0.100 0.240 -0.120
0.260 -0.088 0.260 -0.110
0.280 -0.063 0.280 -0.080
0.300 -0.040 0.300 -0.042
0.320 -0.015 0.320 -0.006






-A = 30.9 deg
Cp s
0 1.1366 0 1.0830
0.001 1.136 0.001 1.082
0.002 1.135 0.002 1.080
0.003 1.134 0.003 1.078
0.004 1.130 0.004 1.074
0.005 1.123 0.005 1.070
0.006 1.115 0.006 1.064
0.007 1.102 0.007 1.055
0.008 1.089 0.008 1.044
0.009 1.075 0.009 1.030
0.010 1.060 0.010 1.018
0.012 0.999 0.012 0.970
0.014 0.920 0.014 0.900
0.016 0.800 0.016 0.780
0.018 0.660 0.018 0.630
0.020 0.520 0.020 0.480
0.025 0.140 0.025 0.090
0.030 -0.230 0.030 -0.280
0.035 -0.380 0.035 -0.432
0.040 -0.450 0.040 -0.530
0.045 -0.491 0.045 -0.572
0.050 -0.507 0.050 -0.601
0.055 -0.509 0.055 -0.620
0.060 -0.510 0.060 -0.623
0.070 -0.511 0.070 -0.624
0.080 -0.512 0.080 -0.625
0.090 -0.513 0.090 -0.626
0.100 -0.514 0.100 -0.631
0.120 -0.534 0.120 -0.644
0.140 -0.592 0.140 -0.710
0.160 -0.698 0.160 -0.850
0.180 -0.798 0.180 -0.972
0.200 -0.872 0.200 -1.080
0.220 -0.940 0.220 -1.140
0.240 -0.965 0.240 -1.172
0.260 -0.979 0.260 -1.193
0.280 -0.971 0.280 -1.185
0.300 -0.960 0.300 -1.170
0.320 -0.930 0.320 -1.140




























































































.A = 32.3 deg
Cp N
0 1.1395 0 1.0766
0.001 1.139 0.001 1.075
0.002 1.137 0.002 1.073
0.003 1.134 0.003 1.070
0.004 1.131 0.004 1.068
0.005 1.129 0.005 1.061
0.006 1.121 0.006 1.052
0.007 1.117 0.007 1.041
0.008 1.110 0.008 1.032
0.009 1.099 0.009 1.020
0.010 1.088 0.010 1.005
0.012 1.046 0.012 0.953
0.014 0.989 0.014 0.888
0.016 0.900 0.016 0.810
0.018 0.755 0.018 0.690
0.020 0.550 0.020 0.500
0.025 0.055 0.025 01010
0.030 -0.305 0.030 -0.376
0.035 -0.409 0.035 -0.500
0.040 -0.458 0.040 -0.570
0.045 -0.481 0.045 -0.610
0.050 -0.500 0.050 -0.641
0.055 -0.519 0.055 -0.660
0.060 -0.535 0.060 -0.671
0.070 -0.550 0.070 -0.683
0.080 -0.564 0.080 -0.699
0.090 -0.580 0.090 -0.726
0.100 -0.595 0.100 -0.745
0.120 -0.626 0.120 -0.800
0.140 -0.670 0.140 -0.860
0.160 -0.740 0.160 -0.947
0.180 -0.830 0.180 -1.033
0.200 -0.890 0.200 -1.125
0.220 -0.942 0.220 -1.200
0.240 -0.982 0.240 -1.262
0.260 -1.014 0.260 -1.286
0.280 -1.015 0.280 -1.285
0.300 -1.000 0.300 -1.265
0.320 -0.965 0.320 -1.230






.A = 28.8 deg
Cp N
0 1.1161 0 1.0935
0.001 1.114 0.001 1.093
0.002 1.110 0.002 1.092
0.003 1.107 0.003 1.090
0.004 1.102 0.004 1.088
0.005 1.099 0.005 1.084
0.006 1.090 0.006 1.080
0.007 1.080 0.007 1.070
0.008 1.073 0.008 1.060
0.009 1.062 0.009 1.044
0.010 1.050 0.010 1.025
0.012 1.010 0.012 0.969
0.014 0.950 0.014 0.896
0.016 0.855 0.016 0.803
0.018 0.725 0.018 0.708
0.020 0.620 0.020 0.610
0.025 0.350 0.025 0.363
0.030 0.180 0.030 0.183
0.035 0.125 0.035 0.128
0.040 0.100 0.040 0.110
0.045 0.086 0.045 0.090
0.050 0.076 0.050 0.080
0.055 0.066 0.055 0.070
0.060 0.057 0.060 0.060
0.070 0.040 0.070 0.040
0.080 0.020 0.080 0.020
0.090 0.005 0.090 0.010
0.100 -0.010 0.100 -0.007
0.120 -0.038 0.120 -0.038
0.140 -0.060 0.140 -0.060
0.160 -0.082 0.160 -0.090
0.180 -0.114 0.180 -0.120
0.200 -0.132 0.200 -0.140
0.220 -0.147 0.220 -0.162
0.240 -0.147 0.240 -0.162
0.260 -0.140 0.260 -0.158
0.280" -0.125 0.280 -0.140
0.300 -0.106 0.300 -0.112
0.320 -0.080 0.320 -0.085






.A = 21.7 deg
Cp N
0 1.1132 0 1.0941
0.001 1.110 0.001 1.092
0.002 1.107 0.002 1.089
0.003 1.100 0.003 1.081
0.004 1.090 0.004 1.070
0.005 1.070 0.005 1.050
0.006 1.036 0.006 1.012
0.007 1.000 0.007 0.940
0.008 0.954 0.008 0.840
0.009 0.900 0.009 0.750
0.010 0.849 0.010 0.689
0.012 0.707 0.012 0.580
0.014 0.580 0.014 0.505
0.016 0.470 0.016 0.457
0.018 0.413 0.018 0.423
0.020 0.382 0.020 0.400
0.025 0.331 0.025 0.360
0.030 0.300 0.030 0.330
0.035 0.277 0.035 0.310
0.040 0.258 0.040 0.290
0.045 0.244 0.045 0.269
0.050 0.230 0.050 0.250
0.055 0.215 0.055 0.237
0.060 0.200 0.060 0.225
0.070 0.180 0.070 0.203
0.080 0.165 0.080 0.180
0.090 0.150 0.090 0.160
0.100 0.136 0.100 0.140
0.120 0.105 0.120 0.115
0.140 0.087 0.140 0.090
0.160 0.078 0.160 0.080
0.180 0.050 0.180 0.060
0.200 0.040 0.200 0.040
0.220 0.030 0.220 0.035
0.240 0.040 0.240 0.040
0.260 0.045 0.260 0.045
0.280 0.052 0.280 0.057
0.300 0.062 0.300 0.067
0.320 0.080 0.320 0.092
Table A-21o Input CpN Versus s/c for Case 21
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